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Introduction to Planetary Magnetospheres

I Notes for this part, almost identical to the lectures, may be
downloaded from the Colorado Heliophysics Summer
School website: https://www.vsp-vintage.ucar.edu/-
Heliophysics/pdf/2015 Achilleos Magnetospheres.pdf

(Image Credits: Clarke / Spencer)



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling: Theory of Hill

I Main reference: ‘Inertial Limit on Corotation’ by T. W. Hill
(JGR, 1979)

I Consider quantitative aspects of the coupling between the
planetary atmosphere and the magnetospheric disc.

I Assume rotation-dominated flows in a steady-state,
axisymmetric system.
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netosphere. In order to provide the required viscous torque 
the ionosphere must rotate somewhat more slowly than the 
un-ionized atmosphere. Thus corotation is necessarily in- 
complete in the presence of plasma production and/or out- 
ward transport. This self-limiting feature depends on the at- 
mospheric conductivity and the rate of plasma production or 
transport and is quite independent of the effects that occur 
near the light cylinder or Alfv6n point, which depend on the 
ability of the magnetic field to confine the plasma radially. 

In the following section we calculate the inertial corotation 
lag as a function of distance in a magnetosphere characterized 
by the values of M, the total rate of production and outward 
transport of plasma mass, and Y•, the height-integrated Ped- 
ersen conductivity of the atmosphere. We find that the corota- 
tion lag becomes significant at a distance Lo (in units of plan- 
etary radii) given by 

Lo = (7r•ap2Bp2/]•l) I /4 (2) 

where Re is the planetary radius and B, the planetary surface 
dipole magnetic field strength. Thus as one would expect, the 
corotation lag is most significant when the conductivity is 
small and the rate of mass addition is large. 

The critical distance Lo turns out to be too large to be of 
any consequence in earth's magnetosphere and in typical pul- 
sar model magnetospheres. For Jupiter, on the other hand, we 
find Lo •- 60, i.e., well inside the magnetosphere (at least part 
of the time), so that the inertial corotation lag may have im- 
portant consequences, on which we will comment briefly at 
the conclusion of the paper. 

CALCULATION OF INERTIAL COROTATION LAG 

In this section we first calculate the torque exerted on the 
ionosphere by the neutral atmosphere through ion-neutral 
particle collisions, this torque being proportional to the 
height-integrated Pedersen conductivity. We then calculate 
the rate of increase of angular momentum in the magnet- 
osphere, this rate being proportional to the rate of outward 
mass transport. Upon combining these two results we obtain a 
differential equation whose solution gives the corotation lag as 
a function of distance in the magnetosphere. 

Figure I illustrates the Birkeland current geometry and the 
coordinate •system used here. For simplicity we treat the case 
af a spin-aligned dipole magnetic field, aligned with the axis 
af our spherical (r, 0, q•) coordinate system. Note in Figure 1 
Ihat the j x B force is directed so as to increase the angular 
a•omentum of the outer magnetosphere at the expense of the 
•ngular momentum of the atmosphere. 

Atmospheric torque. Ion-neutral collisions exert a drag 
:orce Fo per unit volume that is balanced, in a steady state, by 
.he j x B force: 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the coordinate system and field geometry 
mployed in the calculation. The sense of the electric current flow is 
adicated by open arrowheads. 

Fo = joBr = oBr: i•v (3) 
where o is the Pedersen conductivity and 

•v = r&o sin 0 (4) 
is the rotational drift speed of the ions relative to the neutral 
gas. The torque per unit magnetic flux is thus 

dT / dh d• - •rr For S• O (5) 
where T, •, and h denote torque, magnetic flux, and altitude, 
respectively. If we define the height-•tegrated conductivity 

Z = f o dh (6) 

and assume that all other quantities M the Mtegrand of (5) are 
approximately constant through the Pedersen-conducting 
layer of the ionosphere, we can combMe (3)-(6) to obtaM 

dT 

d• - Z•wR•2Br s•2 Os (7) 

where Re is the planetary radius and 0s the surface colatitude. 
Introducing the dipole field expressions, 

Br(R.. Os) = 2B. cos Os sin 2 Os = I/L (8) 

where B. is the equatorial surface dipole field strength and L 
is the equatorial crossing distance of the field line in units of 
Rv. we have 

dT 

cl• -- 2ZSwR•'2B•'(I -- I/L)I/2/L , (9) 

It will prove convenient to express this result in terms of the 
torque per unit L (per unit equatorial crossing distance), i.e., 

dT dT d• 
-- (10) 

dL dep dL 

For the dipole field we have 

d• 

•-• = 2•rR.:'B./L • 

Combining (9)-(11), we obtain 

(11) 

dT 

dL - 4vrZ•cøat'4at'2(l - l /L) l/2/L3 (12) 

Magnetospheric angular momentum. Let M be the total 
outward flux of plasma mass (in kilograms per second) cross- 
ing a given magnetic flux shell, and let I be the average angu- 
lar momentum per unit mass of particles distributed along the 
flux shell. (A 'flux shell' is the surface of revolution of a field 
line about the magnetic axis.) The rate of increase of angular 
momentum per unit L (i.e., per unit normalized equatorial- 
crossing distance) is then 

d• dM dl 
dL - 1 -•- + 3)1 -- (13) dL 

On the right-hand side of (13) the first term represents the rate 
of increase (or decrease) of angular momentum due to a local 
source (or sink) of plasma, while the second term represents 
the rate of increase (or decrease) of angular momentum due to 
outward (or inward) transport. We shall neglect the local 



Hill’s Theory of
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I Angular momentum transferred from planet to disc through
the flow of field-aligned current .

I In ionosphere, Pedersen current (across B field) is driven
by ion-neutral collisions. The height-integrated conductivity
is denoted ΣP .

I Continual outflow of plasma in a region where chemical
sources and sinks are negligible (beyond Io torus).

I Outflow carries a total mass flux Ṁ.



Hill’s Theory of
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I Azimuthal volume force on neutral atmosphere:

Fφ = −Jθ Br = σP B2
r Rp sin θ (ωM − ωT ), (1)

where Br is radial magnetic field of planet at co-latitude θ;
Rp is planetary radius; ωM is the angular velocity of the
magnetospheric plasma which is magnetically conjugate to
this location; ωT is the angular velocity of the upper
atmosphere.

I σP is the Pedersen conductivity.
I Note that convective Eθ just above ionosphere is
−Br Rp sin θ ωM .

I Hence Eθ in rest frame of atmosphere is
Br Rp sin θ (ωT − ωM).



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I For thin ionosphere (∆h << Rp), magnitude of torque per
unit area is:

dT
dA

=

∫
∆h

Fφ Rp sin θ dh, (2)

where the integral in altitude h is over the extent of the thin,
current-carrying layer.



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I Using now the full expression for Fφ, we can compute
torque per unit magnetic flux:

dT
dΦB

≈ 1
Br

dT
dA

= Br R2
p sin2 θi (ωM − ωT )

∫
σP dh, (3)

where subscript ‘i’ emphasises ionosphere location.
I For simplicity, a pure dipole field has Br = 2Bp cos θ (Bp =

equatorial field strength).
I Note also that the dipole field line connected to this

colatitude will extend to a distance LRp at the equator, with
L = 1/ sin2 θi .



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I Using these expressions, we have:

dT
dΦB

≈ 2ΣP(ωM − ωT )R2
pBp

√
1− 1/L(1/L), (4)

with ΣP =
∫
σP .

I Considering a radial increment of the equatorial disc
magnetically connected to colatitudes θi → θi + δθi , it
covers a magnetic flux:

δΦB = (Bp/L3) 2πLR2
p δL→

dΦB

dL
= 2πBpR2

p/L
2. (5)

I The same magnetic flux passes through the increment δL
in the disc and the corresponding δθi at the planet. (Why?)



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I Using these expressions, we have:

dT
dL

=
dT

dΦB

dΦB

dL
= 4π B2

p R4
pΣP (ωM − ωT )

√
1− 1/L (1/L3)

(6)

I The magnitude of dT
dL represents the positive (‘spin-up’)

torque ultimately exerted on the disc - at the expense of
the planet losing angular momentum.

I Consider now a thin disc with outflowing mass flux Ṁ
crossing a given radius per unit time.

I Due to only the effect of outflowing plasma, change in
angular momentum per unit time in the increment
L→ L + dL:

Ṁ((ωML2R2
p)− (ωM + dωM) (L + dL)2 R2

p)

≈ ṀR2
p(−2ωML dL− L2 dωM). (7)



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I Assume (steady state) that change in angular momentum
due to plasma outflow is exactly balanced by the ‘spin-up’
torque from the coupling.

I Adding together the previous expressions, making some
simplifications, gives:

L5 d
dL

(δω)− 2L4(ωp − δω)+

4π(ΣP/Ṁ)B2
pR2

p

√
(1− 1/L) δω = 0. (8)

Here, we use δω = ωp − ωM , the departure of plasma ang.
vel. from the deep planetary value (assume ωp = ωT ).

I Of importance is the scaling parameter Lo for corotation
breakdown, given by:

L4
o = πΣPR2

pB2
p/Ṁ (9)

I Note the compensating influence of a highly conducting
ionosphere versus a strong mass outflow.

I Note also that strong magnetic field maintains stronger
corotation at a given distance.



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling
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source/loss term and assume that the net transport is outward, 
i.e., 

1 dM l dl 
m • << _ __ (14a) 11)1 dL l dL 

3;/>0 (14b) 

The justification for these assumptions will be discussed later. 
We thus approximate (13) by 

d• dt 
- • (15) dL dL 

The angular momentum per unit mass is just 

l = (w e -- 80o) (r a sin 2 0) 

-' (we -- 8w)Rp2L2• 

(16a) 

(16b) 

where % is the planetary rotation frequency and • <_ 1 is a 
geometrical factor of order unity which accounts for the lati- 
tudinal distribution of plasma along a field line. 

For simplicity we shall assume that plasma is produced and 
transported outward within a thin equatorial disc as would be 
the case for plasma injected into Jupiter's magnetosphere by 
the satellite Io [Hill and Michel, 1976; Siscoe, 1977]. In this 
case, • - 1, and (16) yields 

d/ d 

dL -- %'Rp2 •-• [L2(1 -- &ø/%)l (17) 

(For other latitudinal distributions of plasma the geometrical 
factor •(L) would have to be included inside the brackets in 
(17).) Combining (15) and (17) gives 

d• MwpRp2 d dL = •-• [L2(1 - &o/wp)] (l 8) 

Combining the results (12) and (18) with Corotation lag. 
the law of angular momentum conservation 

T=• c'½ (19) 

we obtain the differential equation 

Ls df •-• + [2L 4 + 4Lo4(1 - 1/L)'/2If(L) - 2L 4 = 0 (20) 

The angular velocity 0o/% • 1 - f is plotted according to 
(23) in Figure 2 (solid line) for the case Lo -- 64, a value that 
appears to be appropriate for the Jovian magnetosphere (see 
the following section). As we noted in the introduction, the 
corotation lag becomes significant for L >• Lo. The functional 
form is essentially independent of the value of Lo as long as 
Lo >> 1. The following approximation is useful for large dis- 
tances: 

g(L) = g(Lo) exp (1 - Lo4/L 4) (L >> 1) (25) 

from which we obtain 

1 e L04/L4 e- Lo4/X4 f(L) : •-i 2x dx (26) 
l 

• 1 - •-• exp [-Lo4(1 - l/L4)] + ,r'/2(Lo/L) 2 

ß exp (Lo4/L4)[erf(Lo2/L 2) - erf(Lo2)] (27) 

= I - rr'/2(Lo/L) 2 (28) 

where the last result is correct to third order in Lo/L. Thus for 
large L, 

w/% • 1 - f •> ,r'/2(Lo/L) 2 (29) 

Thus in the absence of external forces (like the solar wind) the 
plasma would asymptotically conserve its angular momentum 
at large distances where the ionospheric torque becomes in- 
creasingly ineffective. The asymptotic angular momentum 
carried away per unit mass is just 

loo = lim wr 2 loo = gri/2oopRp2Lo 2 (30) 
L---} oo 

i.e., rr •/2 times the value that would obtain if the plasma were 
to corotate rigidly out to L -- Lo and strictly conserve its angu- 
lar momentum beyond. The asymptotic form (29) is shown in 
Figure 2 as a dotted line. 

APPLICATION 

We propose that the model treated above is applicable to a 
significant portion of the magnetosphere of Jupiter. The three 
fundamental requirements for applicability of the model are 
that the net plasma transport be (1) outward and (2) suffi- 

where 

and 

Lo 4 • ,rZRe2Bv2/M (21) 

f (L) • &•(L)/% (22) 

Thus f(L) is the corotation lag (i.e., the difference in angular 
velocity between the magnetosphere and the atmosphere), 
normalized to the planetary angular velocity. 

The solution to (20), subject to the boundary condition 
f(1)- 0, is 

f(L) = L 2xg(x) dx]/[L2g(L)l (23) 

where 

g(L) • exp 4Lo 4 dx (1 - 11x)'/2/x • (24) 

•3 o5 
3 

L/L o 

Fig. 2. The angular rotation frequency w, normalized to the plan- 
etary value %,, is plotted versus the equatorial distance L, normalized 
to the value Lo defined in (21). The solid line is plotted according to 
(23); the dotted line shows the asymptotic expression (29). The range 
of distances within which the Jovian magnetopause was observed by 
Pioneer 10 and 11 is indicated, according to the nominal scaling Lo = 
64 for Jupiter (w/%, = I for rigid corotation). 

I Hill presented the solution above, ang. vel. is normalized to
planetary value. Note position of the Jovian magnetopause

I N.B. Hill estimated Lo ≈ 64 for Ṁ ∼ 16kg/s, but Lo ≈ 23 for
a modern Ṁ ∼ 1000kg/s (Hill→ higher Ṁ to explain obs.)

I Asymptotic for large L - decreasingly important ionos.
torque.



Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

I Interestingly, Hill pointed out Earth should has similar Lo to
Jupiter (hence corotation strongly maintained) - however
solar wind dominates flows at Earth beyond L ∼ 5. For
pulsar magnetosphere, expect corotation strong
throughout.

I A wide body of literature has presented variants of Hill’s
theory, including modifications such as different field
model, and ‘feedback’ between field-aligned current and
ΣP . (See Reading List and references therein).



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I We wish to quantify some aspects of how plasma disc
properties in rapidly rotating magnetospheres affect field
structure.

I Our main reference point is Caudal’s theory (JGR, 1986)
which solves equation of force balance between magnetic
‘J×B’ force, centrifugal force and pressure gradient. Here,
J denotes current density (vectors in bold typeface) and B
is magnetic field.

I The system is assumed to be axisymmetric with parallel
rotation and magnetic axes, and poloidal field (i.e
azimuthal component Bφ = 0).



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I Axisymmetric assumption also means that azimuthal
gradients in all quantities (field components, plasma
pressure, plasma properties) are zero: d

dφ ≡ 0.
I Although a strong assumption, axisymmetry is commonly

used in modelling the so-called ‘middle magnetospheres’
of Jupiter and Saturn which, from an observational point of
view, show a structure which is well approximated by
axisymmetry about the planet’s magnetic (dipole) axis.

I The axisymmetric assumption implies that the only
non-zero component of J is the azimuthal current density
Jφ. (Why?)



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I Jupiter’s magnetic and rotational axes are separated by
∼ 10◦, while those of Saturn are nearly parallel.

I Spacecraft which have visited Jupiter have detected the
periodic magnetic signature of a ‘rotating, tilted’ disc of
plasma / current in the middle magnetosphere region, with
the disc ‘anchored’ to the rotating, tilted dipole.

I Spacecraft which have visited Saturn have detected the
quasi-periodic magnetic signature of an apparently ‘tilted’
plasma disc. Absence of dipole tilt for Saturn indicates
another source of the disc ‘tilt’ - no definitive explanation,
observations suggest a plasma ‘disc’ which is not planar –
rather, it is a plasmasheet similar to a ‘bowl’ with a ‘wave’
or ‘ripple’ on the surface.

I The whole pattern of the Saturn plasmasheet rotates with
time at a variable rate, and the ‘bowl’ fades under equinox
conditions during Saturn’s year.



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I We start in spherical polar coordinates, and define the
radial and meridional field components by using magnetic
Euler potentials α and β:

B = ∇α×∇β (1)
β = aφ, α = α(r , θ)

a = planet radius (length scale).
I Hence:

Br =
a

r2 sin θ
dα
dθ

(2)

Bθ =
−a

r sin θ
dα
dr

(3)



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I Link field structure and current with Ampère’s Law:
∇× B = µoJ

I

(∇× B)φ =
a
r

[
∂

∂r

(
−1

sin θ
∂α

∂r

)
− 1

r2
∂

∂θ

(
1

sin θ
∂α

∂θ

)]
(4)

I Bridge between J and plasma properties comes from force
balance:

J× B ≈ ∇P − (P/(2kT ))miρω
2, (5)

where P denotes plasma pressure, T is temperature, mi is
mean ion mass (constant along field line), ρ is cylindrical
radial coordinate and ω is ang. vel.

I Ideal gas law means that P/(2kT ) is half the total particle
number density (i.e. ion num. dens. in quasi-neutral
plasma).



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I Caudal nicely demonstrates that (given without proof here):

∂2α

∂r2 +
(1− x2)

r2
∂2α

∂x2 = −µo

a2 ρ
2 exp

(
ρ2 − ρ2

0
2l2

)
·[

dP0

dα
+

P0a
l2 Bθ0

]
(6)

I Susbcript ‘0’ denotes equatorial quantities magnetically
conjugate to the point with coordinates (r , x) (with
x = cos θ).

I Scale length l given by l2 = 2kT/(miω
2) (see last problem

in Set 1). Illustrates the competition between thermal
energy and centrifugal confinement.

I Right side of equation is source function g(r , x , α).
I Analytical form for solution may be derived, but since g

depends on field structure, actual solution obtained
numerically, starting with pure dipole as first ‘iteration’.



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I In practice, one ‘builds’ g on the equator from spacecraft
observations, then integrates throughout volume to obtain
a field / plasma model.4212 Caudal: Self-Consistent Model of 3upiter's Magnetodisc 
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Fig. 6. Meridian plane projection of magnetospheric field lines computed by the present 
model, in cylindrical coordinates (p, z), assuming a magnetopause subsolar point distance 
R S = gO R•. The model is valid for the noon meridian and not suitable for latitudes higher than ~ 50ø? 

ney et al. [1952] have shown that a residual of component of the magnetic field is significant 
this amplitude at closest approach could be suppress- compared to the horizontal component, within 
ed by a very slight modification of the internal about 3 R. from the equator. j . 
field model (the observed AB differs by 100 gammas The equatorial values of the vertical pertur- 

r . 

at closest approach, depending on whether the bation field ABt• are plotted versus radial distance 
GSFC O# model or the model of Connerney et in Figure 7. The relative contributions from currents 
al. [1952] is used). Clearly, the discrepancy at generated by the cold plasma, the hot plasma, 
closest approach in Figure 5 is within the internal as well as the contribution from magnetopause 
field model uncertainty. Hence I have kept the currents, are distinguished, and the total perrut- 
assumption of inner boundary of the hot plasma bation field is also indicated. The field induced 
pressure in the present model. We just keep in by the magnetopause currents, which is approximat- 
mind the lack of accurate treatment of the dipole ed by a uniform vertical field B S adcording to 
tilt effects, and the uncertainties concerning the the method described in section 3, is found to 
pressure inner boundary and the internal field model. be #.3 gammas. Comparison between the contribu- 
Due to those three sources of errors, the value tions from the hot and the cold plasmas (see Fi- 
K = 3x107 MKS is to be considered as an underesti- gure 7) clearly indicates that the hot plasma consti- 
mate, whereas K = #.6x10 • MKS is an upper limit. tutes the dominant source for ABt• at the equator. 

Unless expressly mentioned, the results pre- The ratio between the hot and the cold plasma 
sented below in this paper will correspond to K = contributions is found to be of the order of 1.5-2 
3x107 MKS (with inner boundary as described beyond 15-20 R 3 and attains a maximum value 
in section 3) and R S - gO R 3. The qualitative conclu- exceeding 6 near $ R 3. Recall that the effects 
sions would not be altered if those parameters of both the centrifugal force and pressure gradients 
were modified according to their respective uncer- have been included to determine the contribution 
rainties. from the cold plasma, whereas only pressure gra- 

Ftom the asymptotic solution of the model, dients have been considered for the hot plasma 
the configuration of the magnetic field lines in contribution (most of the mass being contained 
a meridian plane is readily obtained by tracing in the cold plasma population). One can thus conclu- 
the lines c• = const. These are displayed in Figure 6. de that the dominant cause for equatorial ABt• 
It should be recalled that since our model is axisym- is the pressure gradient and that the centrifugal 
metric, it is not expected to be suitable for high force plays a significant but secondary role in 
latitudes (say A _•50ø), especially in the outer part that matter. 
of the magnetosphere. So, the behavior of the In Figure 7, the steep positive gradient of the 
B lines in the high-latitude regions will not be "cold" ABt• between 5 and 8 R] is due to the pre- 
discussed. On the contrary, the description should sence of the Io torus, whereas the negative gradient 
be accurate at the lower latitudes and particularly of the "hot" ABt• within 7.3 R] corresponds to the 
in the current carrying regions. The magnetic field hot pressure inner boundary that we have assumed 
lines displayed in Figure 6 are significantly stretched and is thus tentative. 
out, especially the ones that cross the equator Figure 8 displays the radial dependence of the 
between 20 and 50 R 3. However, the disclike confi- total vertical field at the equator. This total field 
guration thus obtained is rather thick. Even in includes contributions from the 3ovian internal 
the most inflated portion (L = 20-#0), the vertical (dipolar) field and from all the external sources 

I Caudal’s solution shows disc-like field shape in a ‘middle
magnetosphere’.



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure
Saturn magnetodisc model 2363

Figure 13. The left-hand and right-hand columns of plots correspond, re-
spectively, to Saturn disc models calculated for compressed (RMP = 18RS)
and expanded (RMP = 25RS) configurations. Top panels: the logarithm
of magnetic potential α is plotted on a colour scale for the labelled con-
figurations. Middle panels: the equatorial ratio of total to dipole mag-
netic field strength is plotted for both magnetodisc configurations. The
increased field strength of the compressed magnetodisc is apparent. Bot-
tom panels: equatorial profiles of the absolute value of normalized volume
forces for the compressed and expanded models, labelled according to line
colour. Line style is used to indicate the direction of the radial forces, with
solid lines indicating outward force and dashed lines indicating inward
force.

3.2 Response of magnetodisc to solar wind pressure

In this section, we parametrize the effect of solar wind dynamic
pressure by varying the magnetopause radius RMP in our model
calculations. In Fig. 13, we present model outputs calculated for
two configurations. The first corresponds to strongly compressed
conditions for the Kronian magnetosphere with RMP = 18RS and
the second is for a value RMP = 30RS which is typical of the most
expanded magnetospheric structures observed in the Cassini era
(Arridge et al. 2006; Achilleos et al. 2008). We emphasize that
the plasma parameters of temperature, angular velocity, flux tube
content and hot plasma index are identical in the two models. The
final solution for the magnetic field within each model will change
the mapping between these last two parameters and local quantities,
such as number density and pressure, according to the frozen-in
condition.

We commence our comparison of the compressed and expanded
magnetodisc structures by considering the top panels of Fig. 13
which show contours of constant magnetic potential α, equivalent
to field-line shapes. The region of a strongly radial field near the
equatorial plane, as seen in the average model (Section 3.1), is also
present in the expanded disc, particularly in the range ρ ∼ 15–
20RS. The compressed magnetodisc, on the other hand, displays
field-line shapes which are far less radially ‘stretched’ and which

more closely resemble the geometry of a pure dipole (see Fig. 9). A
similar result was found by Bunce et al. (2008) who modelled the
ring current for various magnetospheric configurations as revealed
by Cassini MAG data from a selection of orbits. The colour scale
of the upper panels in Fig. 13 indicates that both compressed and
expanded models have similar levels of magnetic flux threading their
entire equatorial planes; we therefore expect higher field strengths
to be present in the compressed disc. The middle panels confirm that
this is the case. Equatorial profiles of total magnetic field strength
relative to that of the planetary dipole are shown as a function of
ρ. Beyond ∼5RS, the compressed disc model has a persistently
stronger magnetic field than the expanded one. Around ∼15RS, for
example, the compressed field has reached a magnitude twice as
large as the expanded configuration.

This behaviour of the field strength and geometry under strongly
compressed conditions has important consequences for the ensu-
ing magnetic forces which operate within the plasma disc. In the
bottom panels of Fig. 13, we plot equatorial profiles of the volume
forces due to plasma pressure gradients, magnetic pressure gradi-
ent, magnetic curvature and centrifugal force. The plots show that
magnetic curvature is the principal, radially inward force for both
disc configurations. Closer inspections of the two curvature force
profiles reveal a remarkable feature; the compressed model shows a
stronger curvature force beyond ∼8RS, whose ratio with respect to
the expanded disc attains a maximum of ∼1.4 at ρ ∼ 15–17RS. The
compressed model is able to maintain a stronger curvature force
via higher magnetic field strength, despite the increased radius of
curvature of the local field line. We also show plots of the total
magnetic force J × B for both models (sum of the curvature force
and magnetic pressure gradient). A comparison of the two sets of
curves reveals that, beyond ∼8RS, the magnetic pressure gradient
in the compressed disc is larger relative to the curvature force than
in the expanded case. This behaviour is qualitatively consistent with
the study by Arridge et al. (2008a) mentioned in Section 1, which
showed that the dayside magnetospheric field at Saturn only be-
comes significantly ‘disc-like’ under conditions of low solar wind
dynamic pressure (RMP > 23RS). This aspect is also in accordance
with the conclusions of Bunce et al. (2008).

Within the range of radial distances 1 < ρ < 18RS covered by
the compressed model’s equatorial plane, there are also significant
differences in the magnetic pressure gradient and centrifugal force
with respect to the expanded model. First, the magnetic pressure
within this distance range falls off with distance more gradually
in the compressed disc. For both configurations, power-law fits to
the magnetic pressure, P MAG ∝ ρ−2χ , were obtained for the inter-
val 10 < ρ < 15RS. The resulting indices were χ = 2.80 ± 0.14
(compressed) and χ = 3.27 ± 0.10 (expanded), revealing that the
expanded model field falls off slightly more rapidly than a pure
dipole χ = 3 in this region. However, a similar fit to the apparently
more uniform part of the expanded field strength profile in the more
distant magnetosphere 20 < ρ < 25RS yielded χ = 1.12 ± 0.08.
These results indicate that the compressed Kronian outer magne-
tosphere is likely to be characterized by the field strength gradient
similar to that of a dipole, while a more expanded configuration may
be expected to exhibit a field with a more gradual decline, associ-
ated with values of the index χ in the range of 1–3. This predicted
behaviour of the magnetospheric field suggests that observational
studies of the relationship between magnetopause standoff distance
and solar wind pressure may benefit from the assumption of a field
strength index χ which varies with RMP, rather than the usually
assumed fixed value (e.g. Slavin et al. 1985; Arridge et al. 2006;
Achilleos et al. 2008).
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I Advantage: can model
‘hot’ and ‘cold’ plasma
populations - ‘hot’
pressure is uniform
along field. (Why?)

I Achilleos, Guio and
Arridge (2010) repeated
for Saturn, using data
from Cassini . Studied
effect of system size.

I Hot plasma pressure
varies significantly, and
can change
‘competition’ between
pressure grad. and
centrif. force.



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I ‘Disc’ is not planar: Achilleos et al. (GRL, 2014) modelled
oscillations in field / plasma at Saturn near Titan orbit.

I Combined by planar disc model for local structure and
global geometrical model for current sheet.

I Toy models can be useful - ‘Sacrifice realism, gain insight’.
I Achilleos, Guio and Arridge considered a toy model of a

rigidly corotating disc with distinct hot (carries pressure)
and cold (isothermal, carries mass) components.

I By considering the toy source function, they identified a
transition distance ρT , for ρ >> ρT centrif. force >>
pressure gradients.

I ρ2
T = 2χl2βhot/βcold .

I Equatorial B ∝ ρ−χ.



Theory of Magnetodisc Structure

I Connection for χ and force balance, e.g. Achilleos, Guio
and Arridge (2010):

2360 N. Achilleos, P. Guio and C. S. Arridge

monotonically increasing with ρ. The pressure contours which at-
tain separations from the equatorial plane significantly larger than
these scales are primarily due to the hot plasma pressure, which we
have assumed to be uniformly distributed along field lines. One can
also see the influence of the equatorial confinement of the cold pop-
ulation, by comparing individual contours with the field-line shapes:
the pressure contours tend to be more oblate. Fig. 9(d) shows the
magnetic pressure distribution, along with contours of plasma β,
which clearly show the influence of the equatorial confinement of
the cold population for β of the order unity or larger. The contours of
magnetic pressure turn inwards towards the planet as they approach
the equator. This is a consequence of force balance perpendicu-
lar to the radially stretched field lines just outside the equatorial
plasma disc (e.g. Kivelson & Southwood 2005). The main forces
acting in this direction (which is approximately perpendicular to the
equator) are the plasma and magnetic pressure gradients. To main-
tain balance as the disc is approached, the corresponding increase
in plasma pressure must be balanced by a decrease in magnetic
pressure, hence the behaviour of the magnetic pressure contours.
We thus expect total plasma plus magnetic pressure to be constant
along the vertical direction near the disc. Fig. 9(e) shows contours
of this total pressure and confirms that they follow directions nearly
perpendicular to the equator.

We shall continue our present investigation of average plasma
disc structure at Saturn by considering the model’s equatorial prop-
erties of magnetic field and force balance in Fig. 10. The upper
panel compares the equatorial profiles of magnetic field strength
associated with the planetary internal dipole and with our full mag-
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Figure 10. Upper panel: equatorial profiles of magnetic field strength for
the planetary dipole alone and for the full magnetodisc solution (RMP =
25RS). Middle panel: equatorial model profiles of magnetic and plasma
pressures (hot and cold). Bottom panel: normalized volume forces in the
equatorial plane of the model, labelled according to line style. We show
the absolute value of force. Thick lines indicate positive (outward) radial
force, while thin lines show regions where the force is inwardly directed
(negative).

netodisc solution for average magnetopause size. As for the simple
zeroth-order disc models (Section 2.2), the presence of the plasma
disc produces a total field profile somewhat weaker than the parent
dipole for the regions closest to the planet and stronger than the
dipole field beyond a characteristic transition distance. The middle
panel of the figure shows equatorial profiles of magnetic pressure,
cold plasma pressure and hot plasma pressure. We note that the
magnetic pressure exceeds that of the plasma for distances smaller
than ∼10RS. The hot pressure is the dominant source for distances
around ∼15RS. The bottom panel of Fig. 10 shows the equato-
rial profile of the absolute value of the various volume forces.
We emphasize here that we have used line thickness to indicate
regions where radial forces are directed outwards (thicker lines)
or inwards (thin lines). Over most of the model magnetosphere
the curvature force is the principal, inward-directed (i.e. negative
radial) force. The sum of all the radial forces in the equatorial
plane has a magnitude less than 0.2 per cent of the local curva-
ture force; this fraction thus provides some measure of the de-
gree of accuracy with which the model can simulate perfect force
balance.

The bottom panel of Fig. 10 also indicates which forces dominate
the balance and determine disc structure in different regions of
the equatorial magnetosphere. Throughout the magnetosphere, the
magnetic curvature force is the strongest inward-directed force. For
distances ρ � 15RS, the centrifugal force is higher than plasma
pressure gradients by factors of up to 5, and is therefore the second
most important term in the disc’s stress balance. Closer to the planet,
for ρ ∼ 6–12RS, centrifugal force and plasma pressure gradients are
comparable in magnitude, and the disc’s field structure is determined
by both sources of radial stress in approximately equal measure.
These calculations are in broad agreement with the conclusions of
Arridge et al. (2007) who used current sheet crossings to show that
centrifugal and pressure gradient forces were approximately equal
in magnitude at 20RS whereas the model shows the centrifugal
forces slightly larger at about twice that of the pressure gradient
forces.

Our average Kronian disc model contains a hot plasma pressure
distribution which is indicative of a ‘mildly disturbed’ ring current
(see Fig. 6). We therefore would expect hot plasma pressure to
play a more dominant role in magnetospheric force balance under
conditions of the so-called disturbed ring current, as shown by
the Cassini observations (Sergis et al. 2007). We defer a detailed
investigation of this aspect to a future study, and concentrate here on
modelling conditions characteristic of the mean level of observed
hot pressure.

Fig. 10 shows a small ‘kink’ in the magnetic force profiles around
8RS; this is due to the sharp linear decrease we have assumed for
characterizing the product of hot plasma pressure and unit flux
tube volume (Section 2.3.3). The termination at this distance of the
curve representing the outward-directed force due to hot plasma
pressure confirms a sharp change in the sign of the hot pressure
gradient; this feature in turn corresponds to the rapid decline with
decreasing distance of the modelled hot plasma density. The kink
feature is thus somewhat artificial, but does not affect the validity
of the global features of our modelled force profiles.

We now consider the inner magnetospheric region (ρ � 6RS)
depicted in Fig. 10. Inside this distance, the cold plasma population
density rapidly decreases (as also shown by the behaviour of the
centrifugal force, which is proportional to cold plasma pressure).
This magnetospheric region is then characterized by a relative ab-
sence of plasma and a magnetic field dominated by the planetary
dipole.

C© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 401, 2349–2371



Theory of Interchange Motions

I Main reference: Southwood and Kivelson (JGR, 1987)
I Motion of entire flux tubes (‘bundles’ of field lines) without

affecting field curvature at any fixed point - simple image:
flux tubes ‘swap position’.

I Original work by Gold in terrestrial context (1959) - inward
(planetward) pressure gradients provide a source of
energy for ‘overturning’ motion.

I We now know solar wind controls global circulation at the
Earth; however, interchange important for transient
changes / disturbed conditions.

I For Jovian system, centrifugal force is generally more
important and there is Io, a ‘driving’ source of interior
plasma.

I Siscoe et al (1981) proposed that outward movement of
cold plasma could be prevented by steep outward gradient
of hot plasma pressure - notion of ‘ring current
impoundment’.



Theory of Interchange Motions

I For curved B, we may have interchange motions which
conserve field energy - and a stability criterion which is not
dependent on field strength B.

I Can use energy arguments to investigate stability - is the
system driven towards a state of lower total energy ?

I S+K used a ‘small perturbation’ approach.
I Starting point is equilibrium between pressure, magnetic

force and gravity:

∇(P + B2/2µo)− (B2/µo) c− nmg = 0 (7)

I Non-obvious symbols are: c, a curvature vector
perpendicular to B, which points towards local centre of
curvature of field line, and has magnitude 1/Rc (inverse of
radius of curvature - see previous notes on
Magnetospheres); n and m are major particle number
density and mass.



Theory of Interchange Motions

I Can ‘perturb’ this equilibrium by considering displacements
which are ⊥ B and maintain field shape; velocity
perturbation u ∝ exp(σt) - stability for σ2 < 0.

I The first-order changes in density and pressure
corresponding to this perturbation ‘flow’ are given by:

σn(1) = −n∇ · u− u · ∇n (8)

σP(1) = −γP (∇ · u)− u · ∇P (9)

These come from conservation of mass and assumption of
adiabatic heating.

I The ‘perturbed’ form of the ‘frozen-in’ condition for the field
is:

σB(1) = ∇× (u× B) (10)

For a compressional change, the corresponding magnetic
pressure perturbation becomes:

σBB(1)/µo = −(∇ · u)(B2/µo)− u · ∇(B2/2µo)− u · c(B2/µo)
(11)



Theory of Interchange Motions

I S+K used a coordinate system aligned with B, with local
definitions (ds denotes length element along a field line,
dS is surface element perp. to B:

dx1 = ds/B (12)
dS = h2dx2 h3dx3 (13)

B dS = dx2 dx3 (14)

I Hence B = h1, the ‘scaling’ factor for length and coordinate
x1 differentials. x1 indicates position ‘along’ field line.

I x2 points in direction of potential interchange motion, its
value is constant along a field line (think of the potential
function α in Caudal’s framework).

I x3 completes the system.



Theory of Interchange Motions

I If u = u2 ê2 represents interchange motion, can show
u2/h2 is constant along field line - i.e. local displacement
depends on spacing between field lines.

I First-order momentum equation for plasma motion is:

nmσu = −∇(P(1) + BB(1)/µo) + 2cBB(1)/µo + n(1)mg⊥
(15)

I Using this as a starting point, S+K show:∫
nmσ2u2dV =

∫
[(∇ · u)2 (γP + B2/µo)

+2(∇ · u) u · (∇PT + cB2/µo)

+2u · c (u · ∇B2/2µo + u · cB2/µo)

+mg · u u · (∇n)] dV
(16)

I Physical meaning? LHS related to rate of change of kinetic
energy; RHS related to work done by body forces on the
plasma.



Theory of Interchange Motions

Some important physical considerations based on this integral
relation:

I Destabilising situation if ∇P points in same direction as c
and exceeds ∇Pcr = γP(∇B/B + c), over at least some
part of the tube.

I Destabilising situation when gradient in density opposes
direction of g (for a planet g and c usually both point
inwards, so even if curvature destabilises it will usually be
opposed by stabilising influence gravity - how about centrif.
force ?



Theory of Interchange Motions

Some important physical considerations based on this integral
relation:

I Destabilising situation if ∇P points in same direction as c
and exceeds ∇Pcr = γP(∇B/B + c), over at least some
part of the tube.

I Destabilising situation when gradient in density opposes
direction of g (for a planet g and c usually both point
inwards, so even if curvature destabilises it will usually be
opposed by stabilising influence gravity - how about centrif.
force ?

I Can treat centrif. force in the problem as an ‘additional’ g
pointing away from the planet’s axis. Easiest to treat is the
rigid rotation case:

gEFF = g− ω × [ω × r] (17)



Theory of Interchange Motions

Comments on stability for three important cases:
1. Curved B, g = 0: Necessary and sufficient condition for

stability is c · ∇(PV γ
B ) < 0, where VB denotes flux tube

volume and c retains same ‘sense’ w.r.t. ∇P. Equivalent to
Gold (1959) (low β) case, but valid for any β.

2. Negligible pressure, with centrifugal force: e.g. Io torus !
Stability prevails when ∂

∂x2
(
∫

n dx1) > 0, i.e. total flux tube
content increases in the direction of the ‘driving’ force.

3. General stability condition:
(K2/V

γ
B ) ∂

∂x2
(PV γ

B )− (mg2 h2/VB) ∂
∂x2

(
∫

n dx1) < 0.
Illustrates possibility of ‘impoundment’ by a hot population
if PV γ

B increases outwardly at sufficient rate. (Assumes
uniform ‘gravity’ along tube).



Accretion: Introduction

The Eddington Luminosity LE

I Represents a maximum luminosity for an object beyond
which radiation pressure overcomes gravity, and
surrounding material will be forced away.

I We expect that LE will depend on mass of the body, total
luminosity and how opaque the accreting material is to the
outgoing radiation.



Accretion: Introduction

The Eddington Luminosity LE
I The inward force per unit mass due to gravity of the central

object of mass M, at distance R from centre (spherical
symmetry) is:

FG = GM/R2 (1)

I The corresponding force due to scattering of radiation by
the surrounding material is:

FR =
L

4πR2c
κ, (2)

where L is luminosity and κ is an appropriate cross-section
(i.e. units of area) per unit mass of material. Why does
speed of light c appear in this expression ?

I The two forces balance when:

L = 4πGMc/κ (3)



Accretion: Introduction

I In high-energy astrophysics, a useful approximation -
accreting material is mostly ionized hydrogen and the
opacity is due to Thomson scattering from electrons. Thus
→ κ ≈ σT/mp.

I Eddington Accretion Limit: Consider the case when the
luminosity is actually derived from infalling matter
(accretion).

I Let Ṁ be accretion rate, and assume that some fraction of
gravitational potential energy of infalling matter is radiated
away.

I Convenient parameterization is L = εṀc2.
I If we set this equal to the Eddington luminosity, then the

corresponding Eddington accretion rate is:

ṀE ≈ 4πGMmp/(εcσT ) (4)

I It is obvious that ε is a key physical parameter !



Accretion: Introduction

Some physical considerations related to extraction of energy
from infalling material:

I If a large, distant cloud of gas surrounding the compact
object has angular momentum, it will tend to ‘flatten’ into a
disc.

I As the disc forms and becomes denser, viscous processes
heat the disc material and transfer angular momentum
outwards. The heated material radiates.

I A disc which is physically thin and optically thick allows
more heat to radiate from the disc surface before matter
falls into the central object (e.g. black hole).

I Matter spirals in through the disc, losing angular
momentum, becoming hotter, until it is finally lost to the
accreting object.



Thin Disc Structure: Simple Picture

I Consider the z coordinate perp. to disc plane.
I For hydrostatic equilibrium:

dP
dz

= −ρM gz (5)

I Take gz to be dominantly the z component of the central
object gravity, i.e. gz ≈ GM

R2
z
R . Using dP = c2

S dρM with cS
the sound speed, we have:

dρM

ρM
= −(gz/c2

S) dz, (6)

and integrating:

ρM(z) ∝ exp
(
− z2

2h2

)
, (7)

with height / thickness scale given by h2 = c2
SR3/(GM).



Thin Disc Structure: Simple Picture

I Note that h2 = c2
SR2/v2

rot , where vrot is the local Keplerian
velocity.

I This implies that disc-like structures with R >> h can be
supported, provided vrot >> cS, i.e. the disc rotates
supersonically.

I Our Galaxy’s disc rotates at speeds ∼ 250km/s. The
so-called thin disc has thickness of order ∼ 1000 light
years, c.f. Sun’s position ∼ 30000 light years from centre.



Comments on Disc Viscosity

I A measure of how turbulent disc material is comes from
Reynolds number R ∼ VL/ν, with ν equal to kinematic
viscosity.

I Values up to R ∼ 1012! Thus highly turbulent.
I Magnetic fields may also contribute to these ‘viscous’

effects.
I The magnetorotational instability or MRI causes a disc

orbiting a massive central object to become turbulent.
Condition: ω of conducting fluid in a magnetic field
decreases with radial distance from centre of rotation.
Fluid element undergoing small displacement from circular
motion may then ‘destabilise’, experiencing a force that
increases at rate ∝ displacement: ‘interchange-like’?



Thin Disc Emission

I For disc annulus r → r + dr , energy radiated per unit time
(half of potential energy lost) is:

dL = (GṀM/2r2) dr (8)

If the disc is optically thick, then each annulus radiates as a
black body with temperature T given by:

2σT 4 × 2πr dr ∼ GṀM/(2r2) dr (9)

(exact equality requires viscous energy transport).

Hence:

T (r) ∼

(
GṀM
8πr3σ

)1/4

(10)



Thin Disc Emission

I Hence the spectrum of the entire disc is:

Iν ∝
∫ ro

ri

2πrBν(T (r)) dr , (11)

with Bν denoting the Planck function.
I Using the T ∝ r−3/4 one can show that the spectrum has a
ν1/3 dependence over much of its range, with
low-frequency behaviour given by ν2 and a ‘cut-off’ factor
exp(−hν/kTi) at high frequency.



Accretion in Special Types of Binary Star

(Main Reference: Wickramasinghe, D. T., Review ‘Accretion on
to Magnetic White Dwarfs’, 2014)

I Cataclysmic variable, or CV→ Binary star with white dwarf
accretor (primary), Porb ∼ 80 min - 10 hr

I Consider MCVs = Magnetic Cataclysmic Variables
I In MCV, accretion from late secondary star onto a

magnetic white dwarf (MWD)
I Context: 25% of CVs have WD B-field 106-109 G,

or 1011 - 1014 nT !
I Origin of field ? ‘Fossil field’ picture was favoured, more

recently dynamo from differential rotation during ‘common
envelope’ phase.



Accretion in Special Types of Binary Star

I Polars emit strongly circ. and lin. polarized light in optical /
near-IR.

I Source is cyclotron emission from hot electrons at
accretion shock.

I Spacing of harmonics indicates strength of B-field.



Unusual Spectrum of a Polar System
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I In these systems,
accretion of plasma
occurs onto a strongly
magnetized white
dwarf.

I What do you think is
responsible for the
strange ‘bumps’ in the
continuum?



Example of Cyclotron Emission
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I Wickramasinghe et al.
(1991): Extended ‘arc’
emission model for MR
Ser (∼ 60◦ mag. longit.)

I Note shifts in cyclotron
‘humps’



Accretion in Special Types of Binary Star

I Polars are usually phase-locked systems, i.e.
PWD

SPIN ∼ PORB

I Because of the strong field, accretion occurs in the form
of a stream, no disc (see ‘Accretion Flows’) !

I Intermediate Polars (IPs) are different:
I IPs have PWD

SPIN < PORB

I They show evidence for a partial or ‘truncated’ disc
I Rarely show significantly polarized emission→ lower field

than Polars



Picture of Lubow and Shu

I Lubow and Shu (1975): Stream emerges from inner
Lagrangian point L1, falls towards primary.

I Stream reaches some min. distance rmin.
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I It falls ‘around’ the star
under influence of
gravity, collides with
itself.

I Circularises at some
radius rmax .

I Ring of material spreads via viscosity to form a disc.
I When B-field added, process disrupted via two ‘modes’:

(i) Strong field inhibits formation of disc entirely.
(ii) Weaker field allows formation of a ‘partial’ disc.



Disc Accretion with Magnetic Field

I Define the magnetospheric radius Rdisc
µ to be that point

where magnetic stress (magnetic pressure) becomes
comparable to material stress (dynamic pressure), i.e. field
affects the usual dynamics of Keplerian disc.

I For accretion to proceed within ∼ Rdisc
µ , we require:

ΩS . ΩK (Rdisc
µ ), (12)

where ΩS = ang. vel. of primary, ΩK (Rdisc
µ ) = Keplerian

ang. vel. of material at Rdisc
µ .

I Material which ‘attaches’ to rotating field near r ∼ Rdisc
µ

must rotate more slowly than the Keplerian rate, so that it
can fall inwards under influence of gravity.

I Question: What happens if ΩS & ΩK (Rdisc
µ ) ?

I Question: What is the equivalent condition for accretion in
terms of the distances Rdisc

µ and the corotation radius RC =
(GMP/Ω2

S)1/3 ? (MP = primary star mass)



Disc Accretion with Magnetic Field

I Detailed model of Ghosh and Lamb (1979) gives a formula:

Rdisc
µ = 0.52φRsph

µ

= 6.3× 1010φ(Bp/107G)4/7(Ṁ/1016g/s)−2/7×
(Mp/M�)−1/7(Rwd/109cm)12/7cm (13)

I Symbols indicate primary star’s polar magnetic field,
accretion rate, mass and radius.

I Note φ is an order-of-unity factor.
I ‘sph’ refers to radius for idealized spherical accretion. In

this picture, we have
v2 ∝ Mp/r (free fall), Ṁ ∝ ρvr2 and dipole B ∝ BpR3

wd/r
3.

I Rsph
µ is where spherical flow’s

ram pressure ρv2 ∼ magnetic pressure B2/2µo.



Stream Accretion with Magnetic Field

I Disc accretion: vr ∼ 10−2vff for material which first
encounters B-field, drifting in slowly (vff is free-fall vel.).

I Stream accretion: material leaves inner Lagrangian point
in Lubow-Shu picture, forming ballistic (free-falling) stream.

I Stream penetrates magnetosphere until rad. dist. r where
ρvff (r)2 ∼ B(r)2/2µo (ram pressure ∼ magnetic pressure).

I Accretion rate Ṁ ∝ d2ρvff , with d = stream diameter /
radius scale.

I Wickramasinghe (2013), using expressions from Hessman
(1999), Lubow and Shu (1975):
d ∼ (109cm)η(Porb/5hr), where η is of order unity.

I η contains (r/a)ξ (for (r/a) . 0.4), where ξ ∼ 0.55− 0.60.
I Thus stream narrows close to primary, typical width scale

is few percent of a (the binary separation).



Stream Accretion with Magnetic Field

I It is possible to make use of these expressions to arrive at
this form of Rµ:

Rst
µ =

(1.75× 1010cm) η4/11(Bp/107G)4/11(Ṁ/1016g/s)−2/11

(Porb/5hr)4/11(Mp/M�)−1/11(Rwd/109cm)12/11. (14)



When Does a Disc Form?

I Return to zero-field picture of Lubow and Shu (1975):
Stream falls through L1, reaches some min. distance
(closest approach to primary), here denoted ω̃min.
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I For stream to intersect
itself, without
interference from field,
we need to satisfy
Rst
µ < ω̃min (Why?)

I Since ω̃min ∼ 1
2 ω̃max

≈ 1
2(1010cm)ξ(Porb/5hr)2/3(Mp/M�)1/3, limiting field is:

Bp . (3.2× 105G)ξ11/4η−1(Porb/5hr)5/6(Ṁ/1016g/s)1/2×
(Mp/M�)7/6(Rwd/109cm)−3

(15)
I Similar limiting Bp from ‘persistent disc’→ Rdisc

µ < ω̃max



Accretion Disc Formation, Persistence

I For the disc to extend fully all the way to WD surface, we
require: Rdisc

µ < Rwd , which is equivalent to

Bp < (7× 103G)φ−7/4(Ṁ/1016g/s)1/2(Mp/M�)1/4

×(Rwd/109cm)−5/4, (16)

i.e. a ‘non-magnetic’ (weakly magnetic) CV.



Accretion Disc Formation, Persistence

I Now consider the condition Rstream
µ > ω̃max . The field is so

strong that stream is diverted before circularisation. We
expect accretion directly from the stream.

I For this type of ‘Polar’ CV:

Bp & (2.1× 106G)ξ11/4η−1(Ṁ/1016g/s)1/2

×(Porb/5hr)5/6(Mp/M�)7/6(Rwd/109cm)−3 (17)



Accretion Disc Formation, Persistence

I What about the condition ω̃min < Rstream
µ < ω̃max ?

→ No definitive answer as to the nature of accretion in this
case.

I Note that in CVs mass transfer rate generally decreases
with orbital period, and apparently ceases in the ‘period
gap’, ∼ 2− 3 hr .

I Plausible that some systems which are IPs with discs at
relatively long orbital period and large a evolve into
discless systems as a decreases and period shortens.



Spin Equilibria

I In Intermediate Polar (IP) systems with generally
‘truncated discs’, spin equilibrium involves balance of
torque exerted between disc and rotating MWD, and the
torque exerted by the accreting matter.
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I Above figure from Ghosh and Lamb (1978). Their
rA ≡ Rdisc

µ , ro is inner edge of ‘disc flow’.
I For fixed Ṁ → torque on star (neutron star) can be +ive or

-ive→ dep. on ωs (star ang. vel.)



Spin Equilibria

I In Intermediate Polar (IP) systems with generally
‘truncated discs’, spin equilibrium involves balance of
torque exerted between disc and rotating MWD, and the
torque exerted by the accreting matter.
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I Think about ‘frozen-in’ picture:
I In what azimuthal direction would you expect field lines to

be twisted inside / outside the corotation radius (rc , beyond
ro)?



Spin Equilibria

I In Intermediate Polar (IP) systems with generally
‘truncated discs’, spin equilibrium involves balance of
torque exerted between disc and rotating MWD, and the
torque exerted by the accreting matter.
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I Would have ‘forward-swept’ field lines inside rc , and
‘backswept’ outside.

I For slow rotators (rc >> rA) ‘forward-swept’ dominates
torque from disc on star (‘spin-up’).

I For fast rotators (rc ∼ rA) ‘backswept’ dominates.



Spin Equilibria

I Equilibrium spin period:

Pdisc
eq = (2.4× 104s)(0.35/ω∗s)φ3/2(Bp/107G)6/7

(Ṁ/1016g/s)−3/7(Mp/M�)−5/7(Rwd/109cm)18/7 (18)

(NASA)



Spin Equilibria

I ω∗s is a modified ‘fastness’ parameter related to the
corotation radius introduced earlier:

ω∗s = (Rµ/RC)2/3, (19)

with estim. ω∗s ∼ 0.3–1.
I If we want accretion via a ‘truncated’ disc, then inner edge

of the disc should not lie beyond circularisation radius. This
translates to:

Pdisc
eq /Porb . 0.09(0.35/ω∗s) (20)

I Warner and Wickramasinghe (1991)→ observed IP
systems ‘clustered’ near ‘critical’ line Ps/Porb ≈ 0.1.



Spin Equilibria

I WW91→ IP periods evolve, |Ṗ/P| ∼ 10−6–10−7/yr, (+ive
or -ive)

I These aspects suggest→ equilib. with disc inner radius ≈
circularisation radius.

I At the other extreme (strong field, no disc), Polar systems
exhibit white dwarf with spin period ‘locked’ to orbital
period.

I Torques between the magnetic moments of the white dwarf
and the companion star play an important role in this
synchronism.



Spin Equilibria

I Consider now the ‘spin-orbit’ diagram for Polars (triangles)
and IPs: What can we notice ?
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Figure 1. The Spin-Orbit Diagram for MCVs. The polars (filled triangles) hug the line corresponding to spin
equilibrium with the orbit. The IPs (filled circles) with Porb≥3hr scatter about the line where the spin period is a
tenth of the orbital period corresponding to spin equilibrium with a "marginal" disc as discussed in the text. The
filled star is the "discless" IP V2400Oph. The filled square is AE Aquarii which is an IP with Ps = 33s in the
propellor phase. The breakup spin line of a typical white dwarf is shown at the lower boundary of this diagram.
Data based on compilation of IPs by Mukai in http://lheawww.gsfc.nasa.gov/users/mukai/iphone/iphone.html.

to the white dwarf via the twist induced in the field lines by the field aligned flow. In the case of a
perfectly conducting white dwarf atmosphere with a no slip boundary condition at its surface accre-
tion can, in principle, proceed with zero matter torque with all of the matter angular momentum at the
coupling radius transferred back into the disc [19] or into outflows. Under more realistic conditions
one would expect Gacc < Ṁ[Rdisc

µ ]2ΩK(Rdisc
µ [7]. The spin up and spin down magnetic torques that

are exerted by the disc on the spinning magnetic white dwarf are also difficult to estimate since they
require estimates of the azimuthal twist of the field lines that penetrate the disc which depend on un-
certain assumptions of magnetic diffusivity and reconnection time scales in the disc. The equilibrium
spin period is therefore usually expressed in parametrized form in terms of a critical (equilibrium)
value for the fastness parameter defined by Rµ = ω∗s

3/2Rc as

Pdisc
eq = 2.4 × 104(0.35/ω∗s )φ3/2(Bp

7)6/7Ṁ−3/7
16 M̂1

−5/7
R18/7

wd,9 s (8)

Estimates of ω∗s range from ∼ 0.3 to 1 depending on assumptions made (see e.g. [21]).
For accretion to proceed via a truncated disc the inner disc radius cannot exceed the circularisation

radius. Treating the inner transition region as a narrow boundary layer, this requires Rµ = ω∗s
3/2Rc ≤

03001-p.5

Physics at the Magnetospheric Boundary

I (N.B. Based on data from
http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/Koji.Mukai/iphome/iphome.html)



Spin Equilibria

I Polars lie near Ps = Porb. Few exceptions→
re-synchronism occurs quickly.

I IPs near or below Ps = 0.1Porb.
I Shorter-period IPs could be lower-field with more extended

discs.
I IPs above this limit are mostly out of equilibrium.
I N.B. AE Aquarii (square, Ps ≈ 33s!) - the white dwarf is

spinning down, observed ‘propellor-driven’ outflows.



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Stream leaving inner Lagrange point follows a ballistic
trajectory.

I Surface currents on stream may exclude field (diamagnetic
effect) until the magnetospheric radius is approached
(prev. Rstream

µ ).
I Expect a shock to form in this strong ‘magnetic coupling’

region, with gas at temp. up to: T st
s = (3.7× 107K ) ×

(Mp/M�) (Rstream
µ /1010cm)−1

I Density will increase by a factor of 4 through strong shock.
I Post shock flow is subsonic - gas will cool and density

further increase by a factor ∼ 2000 at magnetospheric
boundary.



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Material then enters magnetosphere as ‘clumps’ (e.g.
Rayleigh-Taylor instability).

I Scale of structures which become unstable ∼ 1− 10% of
shock thickness (this thickness is typically of order 109 cm).

I Magnetic field itself may suppress or change the
‘operation’ of the instability.

I Linear theory→ strongest growth for scale 2λ0, where
λ0 = B2 cos2 θ/(g∆ρ) is the critical wavelength.

I Note the role played by field strength B, angle θ between
field and wavevector k, grav. accel. g and density
enhancement ∆ρ for the fluid at magnetosphere radius.



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I What happens to the ‘clumps’?
I For smaller clumps, time scale for diffusion of field is

relatively short - these may be channelled into white dwarf
surface from very close to the post-shock region.

I For larger clumps, field is ‘slower’ to ‘penetrate’ the clump.
These move under action of both gravity and magnetic
forces. Plausible that Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may
‘strip’ material, and form smaller-mass bodies.

I Studies have been done which treat the ‘blobs’ as point
masses in a grav. potential, with field effects included as a
‘resistive’ force (e.g. King (1993), Wynn and King (1995)).

I Full MHD treatment of problem in non-linear regime is
desirable ...



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Material coupled or ‘attached’ to field lines falls towards
white dwarf surface.

I Near surface, a strong shock forms with T wd
s ≈

(3.7× 108K ) × (Mp/M�)(Rwd/109cm)−1

I Cooling of shocked material through cyclotron emission,
thermal bremmstrahlung.

I Cyclotron for higher field / lower accretion rate.
I Bremms. for lower field / higher accretion rate.
I Expect primary radiation to be hard X-rays (∼ 20− 40keV )

and cyclotron emission in optical/near-IR.



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Since cyclotron emission has strong angular dependence
of intensity and polarization→ spectropolarimetry has
allowed detailed probe of accretion shock geometry and
field.

I Obs’n of emission lines have also allowed studies of the
structure of the ‘magnetic coupling’ region near the
magnetospheric boundary.

Some important results to emerge are:
I Shocks are linearly extended (‘arc-shaped’) on white dwarf

surface.
I Usually two shocks, lying close to surface ‘foot points’ of

closed field lines, but offset in magnetic longitude.
I Extension of shock in magnetic longitude (∆φ ∼ 50◦)

suggests ... what?



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Extension of shock in magnetic longitude (∆φ ∼ 50◦)
suggests similar extension of coupling region in rotational
longitude of white dwarf.

I Shock is also extended in magnetic latitude (∆θ ∼ 20◦)
which indicates ... what ?



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Extension of shock in magnetic longitude (∆φ ∼ 50◦)
suggests similar extension of coupling region in rotational
longitude of white dwarf.

I Shock is also extended in magnetic latitude (∆θ ∼ 20◦)
which indicates radial thickness of coupling region in orbital
plane is ∆Rcoup ∼ 0.1Rcoup where Rcoup ∼ Rstream

µ .



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Strengths of magnetic fields at the two ‘accretion poles’
(footpoints) could differ by factor of ∼ 2 or more.

I Accretion rate Ṁ can change on timescales of months /
years.

I Can have totally inactive state for the system, ‘one pole’
accretion, or both ‘poles’ accreting.

I Both poles commonly seen to become active as mass
transfer rates increases, stream penetrates ‘deeper’.

I Favoured configuration is dipole axis pointing ‘ahead’ of
line of star centres, with weaker ‘pole’ towards companion
of white dwarf. Here, the stream first encounters field lines
from the weaker pole, which becomes the stronger
accretor.



Aspects of Stream Accretion

I Pole which lies closer to orbital plane is dynamically
‘favoured’ by accreting material.

I Emission line observations show evidence for both the
ballistic stream and the field-channelled flow (e.g. Potter et
al. (2004)).

Figure 2. The two pole model (schematic) for a field distribution that is modelled by a dipole that is off set from
the centre along the dipole axis. The magneto-static coupling is such that the magnetic axis leads the line of
centres with the weaker pole pointing towards the secondary star. As the stream penetrates the magnetosphere it
preferentially feeds the dynamically favoured pole - that is the pole closest to the orbital plane. First the weaker
field main pole and then the stronger field second pole further downstream.

occurs mostly in time resolved flares that typically last for 10 s and emit a total energy of ε = 1034 erg.
The simple model of blob entry into the photosphere discussed above suggests a typical blob mass of
2×1018g for this system and a specific accretion rate ṁ > 300 gcm−2 well above the value at which the
ram pressure of the flow will bury the shock. If the density at coupling s that in the cooled immediate
post shock region (ρ3) the implied blob size is ∼ 2×107 cm. The presence of a background hard X-ray
component seen at all phases unrelated to the bright phase shock emission that can be attributed to the
shock at the stream-magnetosphere interaction also supports this model [27].

The degree of clumpiness of the funnel flow will ultimately depend on the nature of the instabilities
in the coupling region. These will depend on binary parameters, field structure, and the orientation of
field lines relative to the stream. V1309 Orion has a polar field of 61 MG which is about a factor 2
higher than the average field for a polar but also has an unusually long orbital period. There is some
observational evidence that the higher field systems are more likely to show a soft - X-ray anomaly
([25], [2]). This could be because the lower limit to the length scale of the blobs that first emerge
from the region of the stream-magnetosphere interaction is set by the strength of the magnetic field as
indicated by theory. In the case of the IPs where coupling occurs from a disc and similar instabilities
are expected there is no evidence for clumpy accretion at least on the time scales seen in the polars.

4 Conclusions

The study of polars have brought to the fore the importance of MHD and other instabilities that occur
at the magnetospheric boundary in shaping the nature of the field channelled flow. Such instabilities

03001-p.10
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(from Wickramasinghe 2014)



Soft X-ray Emission

I X-ray obs’ns of Polar systems have given strong evidence
for the ‘blobby’ accretion picture.

I Accretion luminosity Lacc = GMṀ/R = Lbr + Lcyc
(Bremms. + cyclotron).

I Shock is geometrically ‘thin’→ half of luminosity emitted
outwards, other half ‘reprocessed’ by the stellar
atmosphere.

I For most Polars, Bremms. emission (hard X-ray, ∼ 108K )
is dominant.

I A fraction α ∼ 0.35 of the ingoing radiation is scattered,
while the remainder is absorbed and reradiated as ‘soft
X-ray’ blackbody radiation (∼ 105K ).

I Hence, expect ratio of total emergent luminosities to be:

Lhard

Lsoft
=

0.5 + 0.5α
0.5(1− α)

≈ 2 (21)



Soft X-ray Emission

I However, from early observations Lhard
Lsoft
∼ 0.01− 1 - hence,

a ‘soft X-ray excess’.
I Explanation by Kuipers and Pringle (1982): Part of the

accretion flow is in the form of ‘blobs’ more dense than
surrounding flow.

I → If accretion flux carried by blobs is high enough, the ram
pressure of the infalling material may exceed the deep
photospheric thermal pressure at the star.

I → a ‘buried’ shock whose emitted energy is reprocessed
by the atmosphere and thus emitted at temperatures
>> T wd

eff .
I → may expect time variability of the black body component

on time scale of entry of individual blobs into the
photosphere 100s.



Soft X-ray Emission

I Example: V1309 Ori is a Polar with a bright phase
dominated by soft X-ray emission, and fbb & 6700fBremms !

I Emission mostly takes the form of time-resolved ‘flares’
lasting ∼ 10s and emitting total energy of ∼ 1034ergs.

I For this system, typical blob mass can be estimated as
∼ 2× 1018g.

I There is a hard X-ray component at all phases unrelated to
the bright phase shock emission→ this comes from the
stream-magnetosphere interface shock.

I Observations suggest that higher field systems more likely
to have anomalous soft X-ray emission (e.g. Beuermann et
al (1994), Romero-Colmenero et al (2003)). In theory,
strength of field determines lower limit to blob length scales
(see above discussion on instability).

I For the Intermediate Polar systems (IPs), coupling from a
disc, similar instabilities expected - however no evidence
for clumpy accretion, at least not on ‘Polar’-like time scales.



‘Gravitational’ Discs (Galaxies)

Main reference: ‘Galactic Dynamics’ by Binney and Tremaine
Potential Theory

I A starting approach: Calculate grav. force F(x) on ‘test
particle’ of mass ms at position x. This force arises from
some general mass distribution with density ρ(x′) at
‘source’ positions x′.

I General form of the grav. potential:

Φ(x) = −G
∫

d3x′
ρ(x′

|x′ − x|
(1)

I

F(x)/ms = g(x) = −∇Φ, (2)

where the gradient is with respect to the test particle
position x.



Potential Theory

I The ‘source’ of Φ is mass, summarised by Poisson’s
Equation:

∇2Φ = 4πGρ (3)

I For isolated systems, can choose Φ→ 0 as |x| → ∞.
I In that part of the system outside the source mass, we thus

have Laplace’s Equation satsfied:

∇2Φ = 0 (4)

I The grav. force F is conservative - work done by an
external force in moving e.g. stars from infinite separation
to some specified configuration is independent of path
taken.

I This work done ‘against’ the field F (or g for a unit mass) is
defined as the potential energy for a specific configuration
of mass.



Potential Theory

I Can quantify potential energy associated with the
‘assembly’ of a mass distribution by:

W =
−1

8πG

∫
d3x′|∇Φ|2. (5)

Hence the grav. field has an ‘energy density’ ∝ |g|2, or g2

using regular type for vector moduli.
I Alternatively, we may write:

W =
1
2

∫
d3x′ρ(x′)Φ(x′). (6)

W = −
∫

d3x′ρ(x′) x′ · ∇x′Φ. (7)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

Newton’s Theorems for spherically symmetric systems of mass:

I A body inside a spherical shell experiences no net grav.
force from that shell.

I The grav. force on a body that lies outside a spherical shell
is the same as it would be is all the shell’s matter were
concenrated into a point mass at its centre.



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

Using Newton’s Theorems, we may define the circular speed vc
as the speed of a particle of negligible mass on a circular orbit
of radius r about the origin of a spherically symmetric mass
distribution:

I

v2
c = GM(r)/r , (8)

where M(r) denotes the mass interior to r .
I Hence the circular frequency (angular velocity) is:

Ωc = vc/r =
√

GM(r)/r3. (9)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

I Hence vc and Ωc are diagnostics of M(r).
I We may also define the escape speed ve:

ve(r) =
√

2|Φ(r)|. (10)

I For a spherically symmetric system, (??) becomes:

W = −4πG
∫ ∞

0
dr rρ(r)M(r). (11)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

I Now consider some examples of simple systems:
(1) Point Mass

Φ(r) = −GM/r (12)

vc(r) =
√

GM/r (13)

ve(r) =
√

2GM/r (14)

Often referred to as Keplerian properties.



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

I (2) Homogeneous Sphere
Here ρ is a uniform density and so M = 4

3πr3ρ.

Φ(r) = −4
3
πGρr2 (15)

vc(r)2 =
4
3
πGρr2 (vc ∝ r) (16)

T = 2πr/vc =
√

3π/(Gρ) const.period (17)

Ω−1
c =

√
3/(4πGρ) ≈ 0.4866(Gρ)−1/2 (18)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

I More generally we refer to a ‘crossing’ or ‘dynamical’ time
scale τcross ∼ τdyn ∼ (Gρ̄)−1/2, where ρ̄ denotes a mean
density interior to the particle’s radius.

I For a finite homog. sphere of radius a:

W = −16
3
π2Gρ2

∫ a

0
r4 dr = −3

5
GM2

a
, (19)

and so gravitational radius becomes:

rg = GM2/|W | =
5
3

a (20)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

I Using Newton’s Theorems, can divide contributions from
shells inside and outside particle radius r . Potential at r
from a shell outside particle radius has value equal to that
at radius of the shell (why?).

I In general case, we have:

Φ(r) = −G
r

∫ r

0
dM(r ′)−G

∫ ∞
r

dM(r ′)
r ′

(21)

I For the special case of homogeneous sphere of radius a,
we have dM(r ′) = 4π(r ′)2ρdr ′ where ρ is uniform.

I Hence, the integral becomes for r < a:

Φ(r) = −G
r

(4πρ/3)r3 −G(4πρ)
1
2

(a2 − r2)

= −2πGρ(a2 − r2/3) (22)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

I ... and, for r ≥ a:

Φ(r) = −G
r

∫ a

0
dM(r ′) = −(4πGρ/3)

a3

r
(23)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

(3) Plummer Model
Smoothly joins a near-uniform density near centre of system
with fall to zero at large radii.

I

Φ(r) = − GM√
r2 + b2

(24)

I Note for r << b, Φ becomes ∝ ( 1
b −

1
2b−3r2).

I For r >> b, retrieve ‘point mass’ potential Φ ∝ 1
r .

I b is thus a ‘scale length’ for Plummer potential.
I Density comes from

ρ(r) = ∇2Φ/(4πG) =
3M

4πb3 (1 + r2/b2)−5/2. (25)

I Important concept of a ‘potential-density pair’.



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

(4) Isochrone Potential
I

Φ(r) =
−GM

b +
√

b2 + r2
(26)

I Allows analytical stellar orbits to be determined.
I

v2
c (r) =

GMr2

(b + a)2 a
(a2 = b2 + r2) (27)

→ vc ∝ r−1/2 (for r >> b) (28)

I Density is:

ρ(r) = M
(

3(b + a)a2 − r2(b + 3a)

4π(b + a)3a3

)
(29)

I Central density: ρ(0) = 3M/(16πb3)
I Far-field density: ρ(r)→ bM/(2πr4) (r >> b)



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

(5) Power-Law Density

I

ρ(r) = ρ0(r0/r)α (30)

I

M(r) =

∫ r

0
4πρ(r ′)(r ′)2 dr ′ = (4πρ0rα0 /(3− α)) r (3−α)

Thus M(r) diverges at large r for α < 3, but such models
still have use.

I

v2
c ∝ r2−α (31)

I Observed ‘flat’ galactic vc curves correspond to α ∼ 2.
I Note that, for α < 2, Φ grows without limit as r →∞.



Potential Theory: Spherical Systems

(5) Power-Law Density

I Observations of elliptical galaxies suggest α ∼ 3 at large r .
I ‘Flatness’ of spiral galaxy vc curves suggests α ∼ 2.



Potential of Flattened Spheroidal Systems

I In cylindrical coordinates (R, z) we specify a spheroidal
surface (‘flattened sphere’) as:

R2

a2 +
z2

c2 = 1, (32)

where a and c are the principal axes.
I Now introduce new coordinates u,v through:

R = ∆ cosh u sin v (33)
z = ∆ sinh u cos v (u ≥ 0,0 ≤ v ≤ π) (34)

I u = const . = u0 defines an elliptical ‘cross-section’ of a
spheroid:

R2

cosh2 u
+

z2

sinh2 u
= ∆2 (35)



Potential of Flattened Spheroidal Systems

I Consider potentials Φ(u) which are functions of only the
coordinate u. For these, Laplace’s Equation reads:

d
du

(
cosh u

dΦ

du

)
= 0 (36)

I Solutions are Φ = const. (trivial) or

dΦ

du
= A sechu, (37)

where A is a constant.
I In this case, we have

Φ = −A sin−1(sech u) + B (38)



Potential of Flattened Spheroidal Systems

I As u →∞, sech2 u → ∆2/r2, where r denotes spherical
radial distance.

I Hence for large u, Φ→ −A∆/r + B.
I Choose B = 0, A = G δM/∆, so that the far-field potential

looks like that due to a ‘shell’ of mass δM.
I Now consider:

Φ = (−G δM/∆) sin−1(sech u0) (u < u0) (39)

Φ = (−G δM/∆) sin−1(sech u) (u >= u0) (40)

I This Φ is a solution of Laplace’s Equation everywhere,
except on the surface of the spheroid defined by u = u0.

I The ‘source’ of Φ is thus the material on this spheroidal
‘shell’.

I Principal axis half-lengths are:

a = ∆ cosh u0, c = ∆ sinh u0 (41)



Potential of Flattened Spheroidal Systems

I We define eccentricity as follows:
e =

√
1− c2/a2 = sech u0.

I Hence

Φ = (−G δM/ae) sin−1 e (u < u0) (42)

Φ = (−G δM/ae) sin−1(sech u) (u >= u0) (43)

I We can also (given without proof) calculate the local
surface density of the spheroidal shell:

Σ(v) = êu · ∇Φ/(4πG) = δM/(4πa2
√

1− e2 sin2 v) (44)



Potential of Flattened Spheroidal Systems

I Physical Interpretation: Σ is the surface density of a thin
shell of uniform density material bounded by two surfaces
defined by parameters β and β + δβ. Specifically:

R2

a2 +
z2

c2 = β2, (45)

where β = 1 and δM (shell mass) and δβ are related by:

δM = 4πρa3
√

1− e2 δβ (46)

I This type of shell is known as a thin homoeoid and will be
useful for considering potentials of thin discs of material.



Potential of Flattened Spheroidal Systems

I Homoeoid Theorem 1: The exterior, isopotential surfaces
of a thin homoeoid are spheroids with the same focii as the
shell itself. Inside the shell the potential is constant.

I Homoeoid Theorem 2 (Newton’s Third): A mass inside a
homoeoid (of arbitrary ‘wall’ thickness) experiences no net
gravitational force from the homoeoid.

I (Compare with the corresponding results for spherically
symmetric systems).



Potential of Flattened Spheroidal Systems

Qualitative Properties:

I Each shell of a spheroidal body contributes constant
potential inside itself, and an outside potential that
becomes more spherical with increasing distance.

I Shape of the isopotential at some distance r from spheroid
centre is determined by the near-spherical contributions of
shells closest to the spheroid centre (with principal axis
lengths << r ), and the more aspherical contributions from
the shells closer to r .

I It follows that a body with most of its mass concentrated
near its centre will have nearly spherical isopotentials near
its outer surface.



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I Start by considering a spheroidal body with axis ratio
c/a = q (axial/equatorial).

I A homogeneous spheroid of this axis ratio and uniform
density m will have a mass:

M(a) =
4
3
πρqa3,

and a local surface density

Σ(a,R) = 2ρq
√

a2 − R2,

where R is cylindrical radial distance



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

(from Binney and Tremaine)
I Hence, an easy way to calc. ‘shell mass’ captured between

two of these surfaces, defined by a and a + δa, is:

δM(a) =
dM
da

δa = 4πρqa2δa (47)

I The shell with this mass is a thin homoeoid of density ρ.



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I Surface mass density at cylindrical radius R on homoeoid:(
∂Σ

∂a

)
R
δa = ρq(a2 − R2)−1/2 × 2a× δa =

2ρqa√
a2 − R2

δa

(48)
I If we want to create a ‘razor-thin’ disc, let q → 0 and hold

2ρqa = ΣO as a constant.
I We then have

δM(a) = 2πΣOaδa. (49)

I Corresponding surface density of the flat homoeoid is

δΣ(a,R) = ΣOδa/
√

a2 − R2 (50)

I Now ‘build’ a razor-thin disc with some prescribed surface
density profile, Σ(R), by treating ΣO as a function of a and
using a superposition of homoeoids:

Σ(R) =
∑
a≥R

δΣ(a,R)→
∫ ∞

R

(
ΣO/

√
a2 − R2

)
da (51)



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I This is an Abel integral equation with solution:

ΣO(a) = −2
π

d
da

(∫ ∞
a

R Σ(R)√
R2 − a2

dR
)

(52)

I Note the distinction between Σ(R) which is the prescribed
surface density profile of the disc, and ΣO(a), the
homoeoid density scaling factor used to construct that disc
from a series of homoeoids.

I Some of the mass of the disc inside a given radius R will
come from homoeoids with a > R. But this set of
homoeoids will not contribute to the gravitational force at R
(they lie ‘outside’ that point).

I On the perimeter of a ‘sharp-edged’ disc, circular speed
can be much higher than for a spherical body, because of
how the mass is distributed.



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I Logically, we can calculate the potential of the razor-thin
disc by adding (integrating) the potential functions of its
‘component’ homoeoids.

I Recall the expression for the potential outside a homoeoid
of mass Mh:

Φh = −GMh

ae
sin−1(sechu). (53)

I For a flat homoeoid eccentricity e→ 1 and
Mh = 2πΣOa δa.

I Hence the contribution to the potential at coordinates
(R, z), with z outside the disc, will be:

δΦh(R, z) = −2πGΣOδa sin−1(sechu). (54)

I Coordinate relations:
R = a cosh u sin v , z = a sinh u cos v .



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I From coordinate relations, can show:

a2 cosh4 u − (R2 + z2 + a2) cosh2 u + R2 = 0 (55)

Hence for any (R, z) can find u which defines the surface
of the homoeoid.

I The solution for cosh u with physical meaning has
cosh2 u ≥ 1:

cosh2 u =
1

4a2

[√
z2 + (a + R)2 +

√
z2 + (a− R)2

]
(56)

I If we use this formula to evaluate sechu = 1/ cosh u and
put back into the homoeoid potential equation:

δΦh = −2πGΣO δa sin−1

[
2a√

z2 + (a + R)2 +
√

z2 + (a− R)2

]
(57)



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I Our final step in ‘building’ the razor-thin disc potential, for
some prescribed Σ(R), is to integrate all the δΦh using the
appropriate form ΣO(a).

I The final expression is:

Φ(R, z) = 4G
∫ ∞

0
sin−1

(
2a√

+ +
√
−

)
×

d
da

(∫ ∞
a

(
R′Σ(R′)/

√
(R′)2 − a2

)
dR′

)
da,

(58)

where
√

+ and
√
− denote

√
z2 + (a + R)2 and√

z2 + (a− R)2.



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I So we prescribe some profile of surface density Σ(R′) for
our razor-thin disc and we have a method for computing
grav. potential Φ(R, z) anywhere outside it.

I In practice, can tabulate values for
∫∞

a integral. Integrands
do not pathologically oscillate, convergence usually rapid.

I Note that if we let z → 0, we get:

Φ(R,0) = 4G
∫ ∞

0
sin−1

(
2a

(a + R) + |a− R|

)
×

d
da

(∫ ∞
a

(
R′Σ(R′)/

√
(R′)2 − a2

)
dR′

)
da.

(59)

Note that the argument of sin−1 is either 1 (for R < a) or
a/R (for R ≥ a).



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I Differentiation with respect to R thus gives:

V 2
c (R) = R

(
∂Φ

∂R

)
z=0

= −4G
∫ R

0

(
a√

R2 − a2

)
×

d
da

(∫ ∞
a

(
R′Σ(R′)/

√
(R′)2 − a2

)
dR′

)
da,

(60)

which is a useful formula for examining the influence of Σ
profile choice on V 2

c .



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

Now consider different choices for Σ(R):
I The Mestel Disc Start with a ‘truncated’ profile:

Σ(R) =
V 2

o
2πGR

(R < Rmax)

= 0 (R ≥ Rmax) (61)

I The
∫∞

a integral is ∝ cosh−1(Rmax/a), and so
d
da (cosh−1(Rmax/a)) = −(Rmax/a2)(a/

√
R2

max − a2).
I If we let Rmax →∞ we obtain the Mestel Disc, for which

the d
da ... term→ (−1/a), hence V 2

c =

(2V 2
o /π)

∫ R
0

da√
R2−a2

= V 2
o . That is, circular velocity is

independent of R.



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I Can also show for the Mestel Disc: V 2
c (R) = GM(R)/R,

where M(R) is the interior mass (total mass covered by
radii < R).

M(R) = 2π
∫ R

0
Σ(R′)R′ dR′ = V 2

o R/G. (62)

I Note: no other discs have this special property.



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

The Exponential Disc
I Choose Σ(R) = Σo exp(−R/Rd ).
I In this case the

∫∞
a integral becomes ΣoK1(a/Rd ), where

K1 is a modified Bessel function.

(figure from Binney and Tremaine, note continuity of Φ,
discontinuity of ∇Φ)



Potential of ‘Razor-Thin’ Discs

I The equatorial potential for the exponential thin disc is:

Φ(R,0) = −πGΣOR[I0(y)K1(y)− I1(y)K0(y)], (63)

where the I,K denote modified Bessel functions;
y = R/(2Rd ).

I

V 2
c (r) = R

∂Φ

∂R
= 4πGΣORdy2[I0(y)K0(y)− I1(y)K1(y)] (64)

I Interior mass:

M(R) = 2πΣOR2
d [1− exp(−R/Rd ) (1 + R/Rd )] (65)

I The exponential disc achieves a maximum Vc which is
∼ 15% larger than for the equivalent spherical mass
distribution (see Fig 2.17 of Binney and Tremaine).



Potential of a Thick Disc

I Galactic discs are ‘thin’ in the sense of, e.g.
∣∣∣∂ρ∂z

∣∣∣ >> ∣∣∣ ∂ρ∂R

∣∣∣.
I For local dynamics, e.g. Solar Neighbourhood, need to

account for finite thickness of disc (∼ 100s of parsecs).
I But the density of a finite-thickness galactic disc is not

constant on spheroids.
I To calculate potential, we consider a density distribution for

the thick disc of the form:

ρ(R, z) = Σ(R) ζ(z), (66)

where
∫
ζ(z) dz = 1, and the ‘vertical shape function’ ζ

does not depend on R.
I Hence Σ(R)ζ(z) dz is the surface density contributed by

the layer of thickness dz which lies at altitude z above the
equatorial plane.



Potential of a Thick Disc

I From previous sections, we have an expression ΦO(R, z)
for the potential of a ‘razor-thin’ disc with surface density
Σ(R), lying in the plane z = 0.

I Applying simple scaling and translation, it follows that the
potential at (R, z) due to an infinitesimally thin disc of
thickness dz ′, located at z ′, will be

dΦ(R, z) = dz ′ΦO(R, z − z ′) ζ(z ′) (67)

I We can ‘build’ a thick disc out of many thin discs. ζ(z ′) dz ′

describes the fraction of Σ(R) contributed by the thin disc
at z ′.

I Integrating for the thick disc:

Φ(R, z) =

∞∫
−∞

ζ(z ′)ΦO(R, z − z ′)dz ′ (68)



Potential of a Thick Disc

I If we use the specific case of the exponential thin disc, we
can show that a thick disc ‘composed’ of such thin discs
has potential:

Φ(R, z) = (−4GΣO/Rd )×
∞∫
−∞

ζ(z ′)

∞∫
0

sin−1
(

2a√
+ +

√
−

)
aKo(a/Rd ) da dz ′ (69)



Potential of our Galaxy

I Components: Disc, bulge, stellar halo, dark halo
I Within ∼ 1.1 kpc of local Galactic plane, Σ due to visible

stars is ∼ 29 M�pc−2 and due to the interstellar medium
(ISM) is ∼ 13 M�pc−2.

I Common approach is to assume a uniform mass-to-light
ratio for each component.

I Can constrain potential models by e.g.
(i) Circular speed determined from velocities of e.g. HI
clouds, Cepheids.
(ii) Total surface density near Sun.
(iii) Velocity dispersion of bulge stars.
(iv) The Solar orbital radius about the Galactic centre
(R0 ≈ 8 kpc).



Potential of our Galaxy

Consider density functional forms for the different components
(we do not consider the relatively low-mass stellar halo):

I Bulge: Centrally located, thicker than disc, gives ∼ 15% of
total Galactic luminosity. Clearly visible in IR images (e.g.
Plate 2 of Binney and Tremaine).
Bulge stars older than those of disc, the oldest born
around time of Galaxy formation. For bulge stars, ‘random’
velocity >> mean velocity (‘hot’).
Triaxial shape of bulge - it is sometimes called a ‘bar’.

I

ρb(R, z) = ρb0(m/ab)−αb exp(−m2/r2
b ); m =

√
R2 + z2/q2

b

(70)

I qb < 1 for an oblate-spheroidal, power-law model.
Photometry yields αb ∼ 1.8, qb ∼ 0.6, rb ∼ 1.9 kpc. ρb0
from dynamical constraints.



Potential of our Galaxy

I Dark Halo: Largest component, radius ∼ 200 kpc, mass
1012 M�. Interacts with other components via gravity,
hence can be studied using observed stellar dynamics.

I

ρh(R, z) = ρb0(m/ah)−αh (1 + m/ah)αh−βh ; m =
√

R2 + z2/q2
h

(71)

I Photometry not useful (dark halo not luminous). Dynamical
fitting→ data have little sensitivity to qh.



Potential of our Galaxy

I Stellar Disc: Density usually assumed to fall off
exponentially with R, and to have a double exp. structure in
z, representing thin and thick discs (note ‘thin’ here does
not mean razor-thin, but a distinct component with smaller
vertical scale).

I

ρd (R, z) = Σd exp(−R/Rd )×(
α0

2z0
exp(−|z|/z0) +

α1

2z1
exp(−|z|/z1)

)
(72)

I α0 + α1 = 1; Σd is central surface density; Rd is disc scale
length; z0 = 0.3 kpc (thin disc); z0 = 1 kpc (thick disc).



Potential of our Galaxy

I ISM Disc: Thinner and more extended than the stellar
disc. There is also a ‘hole’ of radius ∼ 4 kpc at centre.

I

ρg(R, z) =
Σg

2zg
exp

(
− R

Rg
− Rm

R
− |z|

zg

)
(73)

I Rm ∼ 4; zg ∼ 80 pc; Rg ∼ 2Rd .
I ISM contributes ∼ 25% of total disc Σ at Solar radius.

Potential can be approximated by corresponding
‘razor-thin’ disc.

I Rd ∼ 2− 3 kpc. For lower values in this range, disc
dominates gravity beyond Solar radius. For values near
3 kpc, halo dominates gravity at all radii.



Potential of our Galaxy

A range of potential models are plausible for the observed
Galaxy. Two models below give an idea of ‘extremes’. They
have escape velocities ∼ 500 km/s at Solar orbital radius R0.

• Fractions of radial force at R0:
MODEL I II

fbulge 0.05 0.04
fdisc 0.60 0.33
fhalo 0.35 0.63

• Figure from Binney and
Tremaine showing contributions
to Model I equipot’ls, circular
speed.



Potential of our Galaxy

I Contributions of disc and halo to gravity at R0 are thus
somewhat uncertain.

I Mass contributions:
MODEL I II

Mdisc/1010 M� 5.13 4.16
Mbulge/1010 M� 0.518 0.364

Mhalo(< 10 kpc)/1010 M� 2.81 5.23
Mhalo(< 100 kpc)/1010 M� 60.0 55.9



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I What kind of orbits are possible in a spherical or
axisymmetric potential?

I Approach: Neglect forces from individual stars; consider
only large-scale force from overall mass distrib’n, i.e.
‘smooth’ grav. field.

I Small-scale irregularities may affect orbits, after many
crossing times.

I Can consider a ‘test particle’ of unit mass for orbit analysis.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

Orbits in Spherical Potentials

I Position: ~r = r ~er ; Radial accel’n: ~g = g(r)~er .
I

d2~r
dt2 = ~̈r = g(r)~er (74)

I Can easily show d
dt (~r × d~r

dt ) = 0.

I Hence ~L = ~r × d~r
dt is a constant of the motion, known as

specific angular momentum.
I → Motion in a central force field is orbit in a single plane.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Introduce coordinate ψ: azimuthal angle measured in
orbital plane.

I Lagrangian:

L =
1
2

(ṙ2 + r2ψ̇2)− Φ(r) (75)

where g(r) = −dΦ
dr .

I Equations of motion:

0 =
d
dt

(
∂L
∂ ṙ

)
− ∂L
∂r

= r̈ − r ψ̇2 +
dΦ

dr

0 =
d
dt

(
∂L
∂ψ̇

)
− ∂L
∂ψ

=
d
dt

(
r2ψ̇

)



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Hence L = r2ψ̇ is constant.
I Use d

dt ≡
L
r2

d
ψ to obtain:

L
r2

d
dψ

(
L
r2

dr
dψ

)
− L2

r3 = −dΦ

dr
(76)

I Now use new variable u = 1/r →:

d2u
dψ2 + u =

1
L2u2

(
dΦ

dr

)
1/u

(77)

I Two types of solution:
Unbound: (r →∞ along unbound orbit);
Bound: r (u) oscillates between finite limits.
In general, solutions must be obtained numerically.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I If we multiply the d.e. for u by du
dψ :

d2u
dψ2

du
dψ

+ u
du
dψ

=
1

L2u2

(
dΦ

dr

)
du
dψ

(78)

→ d
dψ

(
1
2

(
du
dψ

)2
)

+
d

dψ

(
1
2

u2
)

= − d
dψ

(
Φ

L2

)
(79)

I Hence (
du
dψ

)2

+ u2 +
2Φ

L2 (80)

is constant, and equals 2E
L2 where E is total energy.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Now recall concept of generalized momenta:

pr =
∂L
∂ ṙ

= ṙ ,pψ =
∂L
∂ψ̇

= r2ψ̇ (81)

I Hence the unit-mass particle’s Hamiltonian function is:

H(r ,pr ,pψ) = pr ṙ + pψψ̇ − L =
1
2

ṙ2 +
1
2

r2ψ̇2 + Φ(r) = E

(82)

I To find a bound orbit’s spatial limits, use du
dψ = 0, i.e.:

2Φ/L2 + u2 = 2E/L2 → u2 =
2
L2 (E − Φ), (83)

which generally has two roots u1, u2 with u1 ≥ u2. Thus
r1 = 1/u1 is pericentre dist. and r2 = 1/u2 is apocentre
dist. A high-eccentricity orbit has r2 >> r1.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I The radial period Tr is required for one cycle of travel
r1 → r2 → r1.

I Using the definition L = r2ψ̇, we can obtain:

ṙ = ±
√

2E − L2/r2 − 2Φ. (84)

I As expected, ṙ = 0 at apo- and pericentre.
I

Tr = 2

r2∫
r1

dr
ṙ

= 2

r2∫
r1

dr√
2(E − Φ(r))− L2/r2

(85)

I During the period Tr , ψ changes by an amount:

∆ψ = 2

r2∫
r1

L
r2

dr
ṙ

(86)

I Note that ∆ψ will not generally equal 2π.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I We may define an azimuthal period Tψ as the time
required for ψ to change by 2π, i.e.

Tψ =
2π
∆ψ

Tr (87)

I Hence, the orbit will only be closed if ∆ψ = q × 2π, where
q is a rational number. This condition guarantees that,
after an adequate number of radial periods, the particle will
return to some position (ri , ψi) which it occupied previously.

A typical orbit has a
‘rosette’-like shape (e.g.
Figure 3.1 of Binney and
Tremaine, shown at right).



Theory of Stellar Orbits

Only two spherical potentials exist for which all bound
orbits are closed .

I Spherical Harmonic Oscillator Potential

Φ(r) =
1
2

Ω2r2 + const. (88)

I Using x = r cosψ, y = r sinψ, can show that ẍ = −Ω2x ,
ÿ = −Ω2y .

I All SHO orbits are closed since x and y will oscillate with
equal periods.

I SHO orbits take the form of ellipses with centres coincident
with the centre of attraction.

I Tψ = 2π/Ω = 2Tr .



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Kepler Potential
This is the familiar potential linked to the ‘inverse-square’
force law for gravity.

I

Φ(r) = −GM/r = −GMu, (89)

for a point mass M (or the outside of a spherically
symmetric mass M).

I Kepler motion is described by:

d2u
dψ2 + u =

GM
L

2
(90)

I General solution is

u(ψ) = C cos(ψ − ψ0) + GM/L2 (91)



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Defining eccentricity by e ≡ CL2/GM, and semi-major axis
by a ≡ e/(C(1− e2)), we can express solution as:

r =
1
u

=
a(1− e2)

1 + e cos(ψ − ψ0)
(92)

I Orbits with e ≥ 1 are unbound: r →∞ as
(ψ − ψ0)→ ± cos−1(−1/e).

I Orbits with e < 1 are bound, with r a periodic function of ψ
(i.e. closed orbit).

I Keplerian bound orbits are elliptical with the centre of
attraction at one of the focal points. For these orbits,
Tr = Tψ = 2π

√
a3/(GM), and energy E = −GM/(2a). To

‘eject’ bound particle from system, add to it an energy
GM/(2a).



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I For Kepler potential, Tr = Tψ and ∆ψ = 2π.
I For Harmonic Oscillator potential, Tr = 1

2Tψ and ∆ψ = π.
I For a real galactic potential, we have a system obviously

more extended than a point mass, but less extended than
a homogeneous sphere. In general, Tr is associated with a
∆ψ value in the range π → 2π. Expect Tr < Tψ in general.

I For a general non-Keplerian field, the orbit can be pictured
as a ‘precessing ellipse’ whose orientation precesses
through ∆ψ − 2π in the time Tr required for one radial
oscillation. For most galactic orbits, the sense of this
precession opposes the rotational sense of the star’s
orbital motion.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Constants of the Motion: Picture a stellar orbit as a path in
6D ‘phase space’ {~r , ~v}. One 6D point consists of three
position and three velocity components.

I A constant of the motion C is any function for which:

C( ~r(t1), ~v(t1); t1) = C( ~r(t2), ~v(t2); t2), (93)

for any two times t1, t2.
I An integral of the motion is a function of the phase space

coordinates alone which satisfies:

I( ~r(t1), ~v(t1)) = I( ~r(t2), ~v(t2)). (94)

All integrals are automatically constants of the motion.
I The Hamiltonian in a static potential (no explicit time

dependence) is an integral of the motion.
I All components of angular momentum in a spherical static

potential are integrals of the motion.
I The z component of angular momentum in an

axisymmetric potential is an integral of the motion (where
the z axis denotes the axis of symmetry).



Theory of Stellar Orbits

Orbits in Axisymmetric Potentials
I Many galaxies resemble ‘figures of revolution’ about some

axis.
I Useful to use cylindrical coordinates (R, φ, z) where z axis

is the axis of symmetry.
I Consider stars whose orbits carry them out of the

equatorial plane (z = 0) of the system, which is often also
a plane of reflective symmetry.

Lagrangian: L =
1
2

(Ṙ2 + R2φ̇2 + ż2)− Φ(R, z) (95)

Momenta: pR = Ṙ,pφ = R2φ̇,pz = ż (96)

Hamiltonian: Ṙ2 + R2φ̇2 + ż2 − L =
1
2

(Ṙ2 + R2φ̇2 + ż2) + Φ(R, z)

=
1
2

(p2
R + R2p2

φ/R
2 + p2

z ) + Φ(R, z)

(97)



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Hamilton’s equations thus read:

ṗR = R̈ = p2
φ/R

3 − ∂Φ

∂R
(98)

ṗφ =
d
dt

(R2φ̇) = 0 (99)

ṗz = z̈ = −∂Φ

∂z
(100)

I Hence Lz = R2φ̇ is constant, and the orbit comprises
coupled oscillations in the coordinates R and z.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I The equations of motion for R, z may be re-written as:

R̈ = − ∂

∂R
(
1
2

L2
z

R2 + Φ) (101)

z̈ = − ∂

∂z
(
1
2

L2
z

R2 + Φ) (102)

I In this form, we see that the orbit in the (R, z) plane can be
thought of as resulting from an effective potential :

ΦEFF = Φ +
1
2

L2
z

R2 (103)

I We can thus reduce to a 2D problem with Hamiltonian:

HEFF =
1
2

(p2
R + p2

z ) + ΦEFF (R, z) = E , (104)

with E representing total energy.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Where are the minima in ΦEFF ?
I They occur where ∂ΦEFF

∂z = 0 (i.e. equatorial / symmetry
plane).

I The minima also satisfy ∂ΦEFF
∂R = 0, i.e.(

∂Φ

∂R

)
(Rg ,0)

= Rgφ̇
2. (105)

This describes the location of a circular orbit with radius Rg
(known as the guiding centre radius) and angular
momentum Lz .



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Equations of motion in the effective potential can generally
be integrated numerically. Figure 3.4 of Binney and
Tremaine shows two orbits of same E , Lz in an oblate
spheroidal potential.

I L (total ang, mom. magnitude) is approximately conserved,
even for orbits within significantly flattened potentials
(conserved within ∼ 10% in the example referred to above).

I It is useful to consider the concept of a ‘nearly circular’
orbit.

I Introduce a position coordinate with respect to the guiding
centre.

x = R − Rg (106)

I Hence (x , z) = (0,0) denotes the position of minimum
ΦEFF .



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I For our near-circular orbit:

ΦEFF ≈ ΦEFF (Rg ,0) +
1
2
∂2ΦEFF

∂R2 x2 +
1
2
∂2ΦEFF

∂z2 z2 (107)

I Hence:

ẍ = −κ2x , z̈ = −ν2z, (108)

where κ2 ≡ ∂2ΦEFF
∂R2 (Rg ,0) and ν2 ≡ ∂2ΦEFF

∂z2 (Rg ,0).
I κ is the epicycle / radial frequency, and ν is the vertical

frequency. These represent time-dependent perturbations
of particle position with respect to a purely circular orbit.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Use ΦEFF = Φ(R, z) + L2
z/(2R2), and

L2
z = R4Ω2(R) = (1/R)(∂Φ

∂R )(R,0), where Ω is circular freq.
I Then we obtain:

κ2(Rg) = (R
dΩ2

dR
+ 4Ω2)Rg , (109)

with Tr = 2π/κ, Tψ = 2π/Ω.
I Near centre of galaxy, Ω ∼ const., thus κ ∼ 2Ω. Elsewhere

Ω ∝ R−α with α . 3
2 , and so κ & Ω.

I Now introduce:

A(R) =
1
2

(
Vc

R
− dVc

dR
) =
−1
2

R
dΩ

dR
, (110)

B(R) = −1
2

(
Vc

R
+

dVc

dR
) = −(Ω +

1
2

R
dΩ

dR
), (111)

Ω = A− B, κ2 = −4B(A− B) = −4BΩ. (112)



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I A and B are the Oort constants. Observations of stellar
kinematics constrain their values in the Solar
neighbourhood. At Sun, κ0 = (37± 3) km s−1 kpc−1,
κ0/Ω0 ∼ 1.35.

I Hence Sun makes 1.35 radial oscillations for every
azimuthal orbit about Galactic centre→ ‘rosette orbit’.

I At most points in a typical galactic disc, Vc ∼ const ., hence
κ2 ∼ 2Ω2.

I Poisson’s equation reads:

4πGρ =
1
R

∂

∂R

(
R
∂Φ

∂R

)
+
∂2Φ

∂z2 ≈
1
R

dV 2
c

dR
+ ν2 (113)

I For a spherical distribution Ω2 ∼ GM/R3 = 4
3πGρ̄, where

M is the interior mass within radial dist. R, and ρ̄ is
corresponding mean density.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Consider now

ν2/κ2 ∼ 3
2
ρ

ρ̄
, (114)

obtained using Ω2 approximation from spherical
distribution. This ratio serves as a diagnostic of flattening,
and is >> 1 for a disc galaxy.

I At Sun, ρ ∼ 0.1 M�/pc3, 2π/ν ∼ 87 Myr . For
Vc = 220 km/s, R0 = 8 kpc, have ρ̄ = 0.039 M3

�. Therefore
ν/κ ∼ 2 for the Sun.

I Let us now consider azimuthal motion in the disc plane (we
have so far looked at radial and vertical motions).

I Start with radial motion, described by

x(t) = X cos(κt + α), (115)

with constant values X and α.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Now consider

φ̇ = pφ/R2 = Lz/(Rg + x)2 ≈ Lz

R2
g

(1− 2x
Rg

) (116)

I Integrating:

φ = Ωg t + φ0 − γ
X
Rg

sin(κt + α), (117)

with γ = 2Ωg/κ = −κ/(2B).
I Thus, we can work in a frame of reference which rotates at

the same rate as the guiding centre, located at
(R, φ) = (Rg ,Ωg t + φ0).

I In this frame, we have displacement y of our particle / star
along the local direction of rotation:

y(t) = −γX sin(κt + α) = −Y sin(κt + α), (118)

which is similar in form to x(t).



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I These results show that, in the xy plane, the star moves on
an ellipse called the epicycle with respect to the guiding
centre. The ratio of the ellipse axial lengths is γ = Y/X .

I For most galactic potentials, Y >> X (‘tangential
elongation’). Near our Sun, X/Y ∼ 0.7.

I The sense of motion around the epicycle opposes the
sense of orbital rotation of the guiding centre.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I In practice, we can measure VR and Vφ(R0)− Vc(R0) for
an entire group of ‘local’ stars, passing near the location of
the Sun.

I For each star in the group, Vφ(R0)− Vc(R0) ≈ R0(φ̇− Ω0).
I Hence

Vφ(R0)− Vc(R0) ≈ R0(φ̇− Ωg + Ωg − Ω0)

= R0((φ̇− Ωg)−
(

dΩ

dR

)
Rg

x)

≈ R0(Ωg(1− 2x
Rg
− 1)−

(
dΩ

dR

)
Rg

x)

= −R0x
(

2Ω/R +
dΩ

dR

)
Rg

. (119)

I Thus:

Vφ(R0)− Vc(R0) ≈
(

2Ω + R
dΩ

dR

)
R0

= 2Bx =
κ

γ
X cos(κt + α)



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Now let us take the average of this expression over all of
the ‘phases’ α for our group of stars:

(Vφ − Vc(R0))2 = κ2X 2/(2γ2) = 2B2X 2 (120)

I Similarly,

V 2
R =

1
2
κ2X 2 = −2B(A− B)X 2. (121)

I Hence

(Vφ − Vc(R0))2/V 2
R ∼ −B/(A− B) = γ−2 ∼ 0.46 (122)

I Performing statistical analysis of Vφ, VR thus gives an
estimate of γ = 2Ω/κ. We have σφ/σR ∼ κ/(2Ω), where
the σ quantities are the velocity dispersions.

I Note that σ for cool, red stars is typically ∼ 3 times that for
hot, blue stars.



Theory of Stellar Orbits

I Since blue stars are younger, this suggests that stars born
in a disc are on ‘cold’, near-circular orbits, and, with age, a
stellar population ‘heats up’ i.e. velocity dispersions
increase.

I Indeed, observations show a correlation between age t
and σ. σ ∝ tα with α ∼ 0.5 for σz and α ∼ 0.3 for σR, σφ.

I Concept of ‘disc heating’ through encounters between
stars and molecular clouds (unlikely to be primary cause);
stars and spiral arms (esp. for z motion).



Course Summary

MAGNETO- POLARS / IPS GALACTIC
DISCS DISCS

MAIN Centrifugal Magnetic Gravity
FORCES Magnetic Gravity

Pressure

TRANSPORT Flux Tube Viscous Spread Orbital Motion
MODES Interchange Blobby Accretion Disc Heating

SCALE Tens of Tens of Tens of
planet. radii white dwarf kiloparsecs

radii

ORIGIN OF Planet Gravity; Grav.
DISC Rot’n; Magnetic potential of

ANG. VEL. Magn. field coupling; large-scale
M-I coupling Spin-Orbit Equilib. mass distrib’n


